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CHAPTER 1

THE GREAT DETECTIVE

PART 1:

A JAUNT
THROUGH TIME

The most brilliant detectives in the
world are not the ones with the biggest
brains or even the most advanced
gadgets and gizmos, although having a
magnifying glass with an electronic
interface is always useful for finding
your way around a particularly messy
crime scene. The best detectives aren’t
necessarily organized, tidy, or easy to get

along with. Even the most successful detectives tend to find

get him to school on time, but that is definitely because he’s

themselves relying on more than just being familiar,

not old enough to have a driver’s license. No, this story is

easygoing crime-fighters. No, the world’s greatest detectives

about Stevin Parker III, and it’s also about how even the

are the most imaginative risk-takers that have ever decided to

greatest detectives can be 15-years-old and failing calculus.

look through a magnifying glass, and we know this for certain

That’s right! My calculus exam is today!

because a great detective doesn’t decide to live a life of solving

Stevin awoke as if he had been sleeping with his eyes

mysteries. The greatest detectives have the truly important

open, and he might as well have been, judging by the size of

mysteries thrust upon them, and they probably wouldn’t have

the circles under his eyeballs. By the time Stevin had realized

it any other way.

that rubbing his eyes frantically wouldn’t change the fact that

Stevin Parker (the first) was considered to be the world’s

he had just woken up four and a half minutes before the

greatest detective for many years, mostly due to his

school bus would be carrying on without him, it was already

impeccable solving of what was famously nicknamed The

too late to worry about something as troublesome as math.

Dinoco Incident, in which an insurance agent tried to con the

Stevin jumped out of bed and began yet another battle

government out of millions of dollars in the 1960s with reptile

against time, a conflict that was far more mental than it was

oil he allegedly sourced from a pipeline overseas. Parker foiled

physical. The real math exam was calculating how much time

his plan by pointing out the man’s concoction was nothing but

it would take him to rush his clothes on and get to the bus

snake oil (almost literally), thus elevating himself to a

stop on time, factoring in his physical limitations. He knew

comfortable status and authority as one of the world’s

he’d get a tongue lashing from Mary, who prefers his company

brightest investigators.

while waiting at the bus stop, and he had already let her down

But this story isn’t about that Stevin Parker, or even his

twice this week. Stevin made his way down the steep staircase

son. No, our tale begins with a person who is much less

conveniently located by his bedroom and made his way into

impressive, if only because he neither has a bowler hat or

the kitchen to grab a banana and venture out the door

fancy magnifying glass. He doesn’t even have a red corvette to
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unopposed. Unfortunately, his mother demanded more than

focus on preparing for the dreaded calculus exam that would

just a rushed salute from her lanky son.

be looking him in the face in just a few short hours. Looking

“No, no. A banana won’t do for a good breakfast,” said

for a seat proved to be an unexpected challenge when Stevin

Mrs. Parker with both eyebrows arched, leaning over the

realized that his permanent seat mate was apparently absent.

kitchen counter. “Here, take this yogurt. I’m not in the mood

He scanned the seats for a person who would be willing to sit

to drop off a snack at 10:00am. It’s just too embarrassing.”

through his company as the bus braved the city traffic.

If Stevin didn’t have a banana hanging out of his mouth

Unlucky for him, Stevin’s status as an outcast not even worthy

with both hands committed to keeping his backpack and book

of bullying or scorn was a reputation he had proudly kept by

raised, he would have probably responded with a statement

staying out of awkward social situations like this one. He was

addressing the fact that his mother was more embarrassed of

sociable, sure, but he wouldn’t dare take a risk of this

him than he was of her, but who could really blame her, he

magnitude—the risk of sitting next to someone who would

supposed.

find his presence unbecoming.

And then a miracle occurred. Stevin made it to the stop

Like his father, Stevin tended to think several steps

before the bus had even turned the corner, a feat not even his

ahead of any given situation, though one would think he’d

mental gymnastics could have predicted just three and a half

have thought through staying awake too late and forgetting to

minutes ago. He also didn’t predict being at the bus stop

study the night before. Essentially, his inherited abilities

before Mary.

seemed to only come about in small doses, and he was lucky

Hm...where is she?

to be awake enough at this point to determine who he should

Stevin wondered why his friend was late, seeing how it

sit next to. Stevin chose the safe and honorable space next to

was very rare for Mary to cut it this close. The bus arrived, and

his old friend, Wallaby.

she was still nowhere to be found. On a different day, Stevin

“Hey Wally, mind if I sit here?” Stevin said this fully

would have been more curious, or even worried, about where

confident in a positive reaction from the kid who used to

his closest friend could be. Today, however, Stevin could only

idolize him in the sixth grade.
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“It’s Wallaby. And shouldn’t you be sitting with Mary,
your girlfriend?”
Wallaby could tell that Stevin didn’t expect this response.
“She’s not my girl—okay, look I just need a place to sit. Is
it open or not?”
Stevin was trying hard not to beg at this point. An
inappropriate amount of time had passed since he had
entered the bus and looked for a seat, meaning the bus driver
was getting ready to rebuke him from the front, causing a
scene Stevin wasn’t prepared to endure.
“Whatever,” Wallaby replied with perfect indifference. It
was good enough for Stevin, who promptly sat next to
someone he honestly hadn’t called a friend in at least three
years.
Stevin immediately began to practice his math exercises,
struggling to make sure he had at least an inkling of the
material ready to be called upon. Wallaby took no notice, as
he was deeply engrossed in what appeared to be an
Incredibles comic book, though it was one of the old ones. It

“You’re in calculus? I thought that class was for middle
schoolers,” said the bored Wallaby with a tone of what
appeared to be genuine curiosity rather than criticism.
“Yes, well maybe in an alternate universe, calculus isn’t
studied until you’re a junior in high school. It would explain
why I can’t wrap my brain around tangents.”
“Going off of tangents sums you up pretty nicely,
actually.”
“Wallaby, you’re pretty smart aren’t you? Why don’t you
do something useful and help me out with this?”

probably didn’t even have Frozone in it. The story must not

“Well for one thing, you’re using a pen.”

have been too entertaining because it wasn’t long before

“And?”

Wallaby smugly looked over Stevin’s shoulder and spoke up

Wallaby took off his glasses, looked at them intently, and

once again.

put them back on. Apparently, this was his way of displaying
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disbelief. Stevin ignored Wallaby’s attempts at subtlety and

intelligent than some humans. He spent his life gathering

continued reading over equations he didn’t know the first

evidence for this theory, which was centered around an exotic

thing about solving. It wasn’t until the bus came to a stop that

bird he claimed to have found in South America.”

he realized he needed to erase something.

Normally, a class discussion like this would have stolen
Mary’s attention. She was more obsessed with animals than

•••

her other favorite past-time—making fun of Mr. Azam with
hand-drawn notes she’d sneak to Stevin with flawless

“What is the Spirit of Adventure?”

precision. Stevin still couldn’t figure out where his friend was.

Mr. Azam looked upon his class with boundless

He called her shortly after exiting his calculus exam, a test he

confidence that one of his students would speak up, but he

believed himself to have walked out of with at least a passing

was once again met with blank stares and bent palms resting

grade, though his eyes were too glazed over to trust. Mary

upon wrinkled cheeks. “Okay, can anyone review anything

never responded, which resulted in Stevin going as far as

that we’ve learned about Charles F. Muntz?”

sending her a text message, something his peers would have

Apparently, Wallaby was finished pretending to not
know the answer and spoke up.
“The Spirit of Adventure was Muntz’s airship. He used it
to travel the world in search of new animal species,” Wallaby
said, trying hard not to sound arrogant but failing.
“Well, not quite Mr. Jones. Muntz wasn’t just in search

regarded as old-fashioned. After all, no one ever actually texts
anymore.
“Mr. Parker?”
Stevin suddenly remembered that teachers were
expecting him to participate in classroom events. He raised
his head and looked upon his peculiar professor.

of new species. He sought something much more important.”

“Sorry, Mr. Azam, I didn’t understand what you said.”

Mr. Azam put both hands on his desk. He glared at his

This was only partly true; Stevin hadn’t even realized

students with solemn eyes. “You see, the world traveler had

that Mr. Azam had been speaking to him.

once been shamed for his belief that animals are actually more
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“I didn’t say anything Mr. Parker. Did you really not hear
that announcement?”
Everyone, including Stevin at this point, was staring at
the intercom. Stevin’s mental fixations would have to wait.
“They want you to go to the office immediately. Go ahead
and grab your things.”
Stevin probably should have said something gracious,
such as “thank you” or “yes, sir,” but he decided that a simple
head nod and deep sigh would do. He was truly his father’s
son. Stevin half-stepped out of the classroom doing his best
not to look anyone in the eye. Even Wallaby was concerned for
his old friend, who seemed almost unhinged, even for 11:30
AM.

“Stevin!” Mrs. Parker somberly embraced her son.
“Something...something has happened to Mary.” She was
holding back tears.
“What’s?”
Stevin meant to say “what’s going on?” or “what’s going
on with Mary?” But he expected someone to interrupt him.
Instead, he just stared at his mother and then at the principal
while waiting for someone to speak.
His mother approached him and placed her hands on his
shoulders as she finally spoke.
“She’s...she’s gone missing. We’re actually...We can’t
explain. You’ll just have to see.”
“See what?”

Making his way to the principal’s office was a journey full

Stevin was especially focused on the last part of what his

of doomed predictions as to what Stevin was being summoned

mother said. Principal Farnsworth, whom Stevin had only

for.

spoken with a few times, finally contributed to the cryptic
I couldn’t have done that poorly on the calculus exam.

exchange between mother and son.

Stevin allowed himself to consider that possibility at the

“You’re exempt from classes for the rest of the day,

exact time he realized the exam couldn’t have even been

young man.” Farnsworth then picked up a stapled document

graded already. He walked through the door more curious

filled with names.

than ever, especially when he saw his mother.

“Everything’s going to be alright,” he eyed the document
before finishing his sentence, “Stevin.”
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“It’s pronounced Stevin. Not Kevin,” Mrs. Parker said
with a well-deserved authority. This was one of the many
moments Stevin was glad to have his mother around.
The next twenty four minutes were quite a blur for
Stevin. He couldn’t say anything, and no one was willing to
say anything back to him anyway. His mother claimed that he
would just have to be patient--that she couldn’t get into it. If it
was such a bad situation, Stevin thought, then why was he
even being allowed to see it for himself? Stevin stepped out of
the car with questions ready to be answered. But what he
found was much less assuring.
•••
Mary’s house was gone. Well, not gone. Her room was all
that remained. Everything else—the kitchen, living room, and
even her parent’s room—had vanished.
Her room sat on a thin tree surrounded by what
appeared to be an endless chasm to Stevin, though it was

Countless police covered the scene, setting up tape and
putting barriers between the troublesome chasm and overly
curious citizens.

really only about ten feet deep. Stevin, and probably the vast

Stevin wasn’t curious. Curious didn’t begin to cover the

majority of additional onlookers, had never seen anything like

type of emotion that had been overwhelming him as he paced

it. The scene was crammed with over a hundred peering faces

around the scene, looking for answers to questions he didn’t

attempting to understand what they were gazing upon.
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know how to ask. All he really wanted to know, after all, was

She ignored her husband. “Did they find her parents?”

where his best friend was.

Stevin Parker II sighed in defeat. “Yes, they were out of

“Where’s dad?” Stevin had to yell this to his mother to
drown out the noise.
His mother found a police officer who could lead them to
one of the sealed off areas adjacent to the neighbor’s yard.
Like the Parker family, Mary lived in the city, but it was one of

town. They’re actually on their way back right now. We’re
thinking this—whatever this is—might have been planned for
when her parents wouldn’t be around.”
He looked away and tried to be busy. It was his only
resort when faced with anxiety.

the few lots left in town that actually had a yard and some

His son could no longer stay silent. “Dad, where’s Mary?”

space. It looked a lot like the suburban homes that had once

He repeated this question fiercely after it had gone

occupied the now industrialized neighborhood. The officer led
Stevin and his mother to a tent scuttling with activity and
vague radio chatter. Everyone seemed to have a reason for
keeping their mouths pressed on some kind of walkie talkie.

unanswered the first time.
“We don’t know yet, son. They found the house like this.
There was no explosion. Not even smoke.”
Strangely, Stevin believed his father. He smelled

And there he was. His brown hair was just a soft shade

something, but it certainly wasn’t anything burnt. If anything,

lighter than his son’s, but the resemblance was undeniable,

Stevin could only smell food. He felt guilty about how hungry

down to their proportional height and identical mannerisms.

it made him.

Stevin Parker II was scratching his head—mirroring his son

“Are there any clues in her room?”

perfectly, who was scratching the same spot—as he and his

Stevin honestly assumed that his father had already

mother approached him.
“Martha, this is no place for him. He shouldn’t be here.”

inspected every inch of what the police force were calling the
hot zone over their radios.

Stevin’s father said this much louder than what would be

His father paused for a moment. “No, we can’t. The room

deemed appropriate, ignoring any kind of eye contact with his

is the only thing resting on that decaying tree. If we climb it,

son.
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the whole scene could collapse, putting us and any potential
evidence in danger.”
Mr. Parker sat his son and wife down so that he could

“Then I have to go! It’s worth the risk if it gives you a
chance to find her. What other leads do you even have to go
on?”

pass out the coffee. Stevin stared at the hot zone for about

Stevin’s mother broke her silence. “Honestly, we were

three minutes before he said what his parents knew he would

just hoping that you would know something about all of this.”

dare say.

It was suddenly clear why his parents were willing to

“Then let me go up there.”

subject their son to this catastrophe, but it was in vain. Not

They both looked at him and met his request with a

even the son of a great detective and the best friend of the

resounding “No,” as if it had been rehearsed.

victim had the slightest clue as to what was going on.

“Why not? I’m not as heavy as the other officers. If you

His father then spoke plainly. “Stevin, do you have any

let me go up there with the oracle, I might be able to find

idea what happened here? Has Mary ever said something, or

something without the tree collapsing!” Stevin argued with

done something, that would make some sense out of this?”

intense desperation in his voice.
“It’s too dangerous,” his father replied. “We’ll find
another way.”
Mr. Parker was more calm than he was before. He knew
how to handle his son. Mrs. Parker remained silent.

Stevin met the question with a quizzical look. He knew
the answer; he just didn’t want to admit that it was ultimately
useless.
“No.”
That was the only response Stevin could muster.

“It’s Mary, Dad! We don’t have a lot of time, do we? It’s
Mary.”

•••

Stevin Parker II was a man of incredible honesty, even
when his integrity didn’t suit the needs of others.
“No, she doesn’t.” he answered.

The pain of not knowing the fate of his best friend was
preventing Stevin from doing little more than blinking as the
long night dragged on. He had been trying to sleep for hours,
9

even attempting to go to bed early so that he could wake up

the other didn’t exist. Words didn’t need to be said, but when

from this oddly long and elaborate nightmare. His thoughts

they were, the conversations were filled with the strange,

drifted from disbelief and his own theories, of which there

freakish, and unexplored topics that would have scared almost

weren’t many, to heart-wrenching memories. Mary had

anyone else away from a close friendship. Finding his best

always been a weird girl. Her inability to finish a sentence

friend’s room surrounded by a mysterious sinkhole? That

without drifting off into a daydream was one of the many

didn’t even touch some of the peculiarity the two friends had

reasons they had become friends. She had first caught his

talked about in passing.

attention a few years ago when he noticed her gazing endlessly

Come outside.

at a map of Australia on the first day of geography class.

Stevin blinked, bewildered at the text that had just been

When the teacher attempted to reprimand her for not

sent his way. Who would text him at three o’clock in the

paying attention, Mary simply smiled and said, “I know more

morning? Stevin stepped into his slippers and quietly sneaked

about Australia than you.”

out of the loft and onto the sleeping street. Wallaby was sitting

Minutes later, Mary had successfully proven this to the
teacher, who now had to suffer with the fact that he’d been
outsmarted by a 12-year-old. That was the moment Stevin

on a park bench with his arms crossed, eyes forward.
“Should have known you still text instead of just calling.”
Stevin remarked with his hands tucked under his arms.

knew he had to befriend this girl. His first words to her were

“I heard about Mary. Are you okay?”

forgettable to anyone but her: “You’re weird. I like you.”

Stevin was too cold to look casual in front of his new, old

Mary was beautiful and had large, poignant eyes, but she

acquaintance.

hated having friends, despite the fact that she was a great one.

“No one knows where she is. Why are you here?”

And she hated being subjected to anything remotely

The two seemingly unrelated sentences were spoken

uninteresting, as too many people she encountered seemed
just fine with ordinary things. But Stevin was different. The
two of them could easily lay on a grassy knoll and pretend as if

without much thought.
“I’m worried about her. Have you already forgotten that
she was my friend too?” Wallaby asked, still looking forward.
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“Right. Well, no one knows anything yet. Have you seen
what’s left of her house?”

the original Stevin Parker set out to become the world’s
greatest detective. Initially, Stevin’s fear of being discovered

“My mom and I saw it earlier.”

by his possibly wide-awake mother prevented him from

Wallaby’s mother and Mary’s mother had stayed close

moving quickly, and the disastrously creaky floorboards didn’t

friends ever since they were in high school.

help matters. Eventually, however, Stevin’s eagerness could

“Her parents are staying with us for now,” he explained.

no longer be contained. He began to rummage anxiously

Wallaby slowly stood up and walked behind the bench.

through his father’s things, searching for the one item that

He preferred to speak while leaning on something. He looked

would allow him to make sense of his dear friend’s bizarre

at Stevin.

disappearance. Finally, Stevin reached the bottom drawer of

“Did your dad find out anything? No one will tell us a
thing.”

his father’s desk. It normally needed a key, but the
mischievous Parker had long since fashioned a bobby pin to

“No. The tree is too thin and old for any adult to climb up

pick the lock for such an occasion. This wasn’t the first time

there. Otherwise, they could scan the room and figure out

he had raided the treasure trove, after all. The drawer

what’s going on.”

snapped open, revealing a long, gray magnifying glass secured

The two kids stared at each other for an extended

on an embossed vinyl. But this wasn’t a normal glass. This

amount of time, probably trying to figure out if they were

was his father’s first oracle. Though dated, the nifty device

thinking the same thing.

could analyze almost anything, which is all Stevin really

“Let’s go,” Stevin said without thinking.
His old friend nodded in agreement.

needed.
Pressed for time, Stevin reorganized the disordered desk

Stevin snuck back into the loft. His dad was still at the

and prepared to make his escape, grabbing his grandfather’s

police station, but he knew where the extra oracle was. The

bowler hat from the stand on his way out. He did this without

Parker family had a den serving as a treasure trove of

even contemplating it. Stevin half-stumbled his way outside,

successful cases and mementos dating back to the day when

supplies in tow.
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“What’s with the hat?” Wallaby had noticed a hat
hanging from his friend’s fingertips.
Stevin slipped the oracle into his back pocket and slid the
bowler hat on top of his welcoming scalp.
“Every great detective needs a hat.”
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CHAPTER 2

Alec

“You’re not serious?”

cleverly pointed out along the way that her backyard was their

Wallaby was staring at the bicycle parked right in front of

only hope for sneaking past the police currently guarding the

him.

sinkhole surrounding her house—at least, where her house
“We don’t have time to wait for the bus, so this will be

way faster than walking,” Stevin impatiently contested.
I forgot how demanding this guy can be, thought
Wallaby.
True, Stevin had always bossed his old friend around.
When they had been closer, Stevin had always just assumed

used to be.
Wallaby had forgotten how exhilarating it was to ride
through the city streets at night, though he was forced to enjoy
the midnight ride precariously seated behind someone he
hardly trusted. He had always known Stevin to be quick to
mess up at something he thought he was good at.

that Wallaby was prepared to do whatever he asked of him.

It wasn’t long before Stevin and Wallaby finally arrived

Still, Wallaby could tell that something was distracting Stevin

at their destination, both of them breathless. Stevin was

this time around. Rather than try hard to convince him, Stevin

merely breathless due to the exercise of carrying his stocky

appeared far more consumed with something else. It was

friend across four blocks, while Wallaby found himself winded

quite obvious to Wallaby, of course. He knew that Stevin was

from seeing the sinkhole for the second time. He still couldn’t

risking a lot as a detective’s son to commit the crime of

believe what he was looking at, and it seemed far more

breaking and entering. It had never occurred to Wallaby how

ominous without the crowds hovering around the yard.

much Stevin cared about Mary.
After a deep sigh, Wallaby climbed onto the back of his

Crouching on the ground, Stevin began to whisper. “I’m
sure they analyzed the sinkhole and the tree with the oracle.”

old friend’s bicycle, dismissing how badly he felt for Stevin,

“They really couldn’t figure out what caused it?” Wallaby

who would have to carry his weight all the way down to Mary’s

muttered this under his breath after being quickly shushed by

house. The two boys awkwardly rode through the quiet city

Stevin.

streets on the way to Mary’s backyard. Fortunately for them,

Police were still in the vicinity, and one wrong move

there was no traffic to get in their way this late at night. Stevin

would lead the boys to getting busted. There was no telling
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how much trouble the boys would get in for wandering the
scene unsupervised.
“No, there’s no trace of anything remaining from that
house,” Stevin whispered, stroking his chin. “It’s like
everything was moved out from under the ground. Except for
her room, of course.”
There was an odd, callous tone in Stevin’s voice. It shook

As the boys examined the tree they were about to climb,
Wallaby felt compelled to address something that had been
bothering him. “Where are the pipes?” he asked as he grabbed
a handful of bark. “How could they have vanished too?”
All Wallaby could think about was how much easier it
would be to climb the branchless trunk if it had pipes for them
to grab onto.

Wallaby to notice that there was no emotion in those words.

“It’s not like the tree was here before,” Stevin remarked

He remembered that when Stevin is thinking, the entire world

as he put his hands on the trunk. “Whatever was under this

around him is shut out until his mind is finished processing

house, pipes and all, is clearly gone and was replaced, I guess.

its scattered thoughts.

There’s no telling what really happened here, so let’s just

They circled around the outer rim of the sinkhole,
searching for a way across. But the last thing they expected
was a ladder or bridge to make their jobs easier.

focus on getting up this thing.”
Wallaby silently obeyed, though his eyebrows didn’t.
Regardless, Stevin’s leadership had a strange effect on his old

Finally, Stevin stopped to gain Wallaby’s attention. “OK,

friend. It was as if they were 10-year-olds again, exploring the

there’s no way to make a bridge. We have to climb down the

various parks throughout the city and climbing trees they

hole and then up the tree. Quietly.”

weren’t supposed climb.

Wallaby silently agreed with a nod. He regretted the
quick decision as they cautiously stumbled down the steep

Why do I always let this guy get me into trouble?
Wallaby pondered.

crater, trying hard not to make too much noise. Getting to the

Stevin leaped onto the trunk and began grabbing for any

bottom was easy, especially once they accepted that they

crevice he could find. Watching him, Wallaby wondered why

would be getting their clothes a bit dirty, but climbing the tree

Stevin never played any sports. He was incredibly athletic and

was a problem they hadn’t fully anticipated.

agile, despite never working out or practicing. Stevin was just
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effort to boost their morale. He even pointed out the easiest
spots to grab, which shocked Wallaby. He wasn’t used to such
selflessness from Stevin Parker. Eventually, however, the
strain of the climb proved to be too much for Wallaby, who
was losing strength, fast. He was not a weak boy, but he
lacked grace. And the strain of trying to keep his balance used
up everything his muscles could bear.
“I can’t anymore Stevin! It’s just too high!”
His complaints sounded more like grunts, giving Stevin
little reason to acknowledge them.
“Come on Wally, it’s not that much higher.”
Stevin was telling the truth. The room was not too far up
at this point, and getting down would probably prove a bit
easier than climbing up. And since the room was missing one
of its walls, the boys had plenty of space for climbing into it.
I just have to keep going, Wallaby told himself as sweat
dripped down his face and into the sinkhole.
As they approached the branch that was suspending
always active, it seemed. Without much effort or hesitation, he

what was left of the house, Stevin reached for what he thought

was able to make his way up the tree as he had countless times

was just another crevice, but it turned out to be a wide gap

on other trees.

directly beneath Mary’s room.

Wallaby, on the other hand, had a more difficult time, so

“Wallaby!”

Stevin had to accommodate by not climbing too fast in an
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Stevin glanced below to find Wallaby showing off a face
more red than his shirt.
“Yeah?” he moaned.
“There’s a gap here. It’s wide enough for your legs, so

Wallaby summoned all of his strength as he began to pull
Stevin back into the room.
“Hold on Parker!” he cried, shutting his eyes to
concentrate.

you’ll be able to get into the room without having to use just

In one moment, he thrusted Stevin over the ledge and

your arm strength. Take my hand and I’ll push you up. Then

into the safety of Mary’s room. Just as quickly, Wallaby fell

you can lift yourself up into the room first.”

backward onto a rug and slipped, sliding toward the ledge

“Um, okay.”

again, but Stevin was there to grab him just in time, returning

As if I have enough to do it on my own. It made Wallaby

the favor. The boys then found themselves sitting still on the

uncomfortable to rely so much on Stevin. Surely, this hour of

ledge, overlooking the city before them. They rested silently

weakness would come back to haunt him.

for a few moments before Stevin finally broke the silence.

With the rest of his breath, Wallaby grabbed Stevin’s

“Right,” he whispered. “Well then, let’s get to it!”

hand and propelled himself forward. It was almost easy for
him to catch his feet on the gap and vault into the room. As he

•••

stumbled on the wooden floor, however, he couldn’t help but
notice that Stevin had lost his grip and was hanging by just

If they had lived in the country, it may have been too

one hand. Wallaby immediately reached down for his friend

dark to see anything in Mary’s room. But the city lights

and tried to pull him up. Stevin struggled to lift himself up

illuminated the same blue-covered bed and white shelves

high enough to reach his hand toward Wallaby’s, and the gap

Stevin had seen countless times over the years. Only this time,

gave way to Stevin’s weight. Stevin began to slide down the

he had never looked upon the details of her room so

steep tree toward a bad fall, but Wallaby caught his hand just

deliberately.

in time.

Wallaby rose to meet him, though Stevin could tell the
poor kid just wanted to rest for a few moments. There was no
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doubt that his worry for Mary, however, prompted him to

and under everything he could to confirm the harsh truth that

begin scanning the room for anything that looked out of place.

they might be leaving the scene empty handed.

Strangely, everything there looked surprisingly normal to

“All of the fingerprints here belong to either Mary, her

Stevin, especially for a room surrounded by a ghost of a

parents, or me,” Stevin explained while looking at a poster of

house. There was only one option. Stevin pulled out his oracle

the Great Barrier Reef. “I’m not even finding anything that’s

and switched it on with Wallaby looking at him closely.

been used significantly more than anything else, except for

“You know, I’ve never actually seen one of those things in

those old toys on the shelf, obviously.”

person before,” said Wallaby as he peeked over Stevin’s
shoulder. “Does it take, you know, batteries?”

“What does that even mean?” Wallaby asked as he
gripped a red-starred ball that had been on the shelf.

“Solar power,” Stevin answered as he began to look
through the glass and see the world through a completely new
perspective.

“It means this room has been abandoned for at least a
day.”
The room was silent for several moments as the boys

He could now see specks of dust, where they came from,

continued their vain attempts at discovering something

and whom they came from. He could focus in on fingerprints,

remarkable. Stevin was scratching his head as he opened

residue, and even the temperature of each object compared to

Mary’s closet door.

the other.
“This is bizarre,” echoed Stevin’s voice as he lowered the
oracle for the first time since he had turned it on.

“Whatever happened here happened quickly. There’s no
foreign material or even a sign of a struggle.”
Putting the ball back on the shelf, Wallaby listened

Wallaby turned to reply. “Yeah?”

without watching Stevin’s movements. Afterward, he noticed

“Everything here is normal.”

a book lying on the table next to Mary’s bed. It was her diary.

Disappointed, Wallaby frowned and turned back around

The diary was small and thin, but as he picked up the

for his own inspection, as Stevin went back to looking over

red, checkerboard notebook and looked through the pages, he
could tell that it had been completely filled, down to the last
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page. Stevin carried on without noticing what his friend was

Wallaby pressed his finger to a slim hair that had been

up to. While looking through the diary, Wallaby noticed that

reflected by the moonlight. It was too small to notice

each page was marked by a date, but no year. He looked at the

otherwise. Stevin looked over at his friend and pressed the

most recent entry, on the last page, and didn’t notice anything

oracle to his eyes once again.

strange. In fact, the diary was much less interesting than

“Let me see.”

anyone who knew Mary would have anticipated. It almost

Stevin analyzed the hair, first with curiosity, then with

seemed like it belonged to someone else.
“Here is her diary,” Wallaby expressed half-heartedly as

intent.
“You’re not going to believe this.”

he handed the book to Stevin, who immediately raised his

“What? Does it belong to someone we know?”

eyebrows.

“No, it’s purple. Not only that—it’s not human.”

The only thing Stevin could think of to say was, “Should
we read it?”
We’ve already invaded the poor girl’s privacy by
entering her room without permission, Stevin realized.
“Already did. Nothing unusual except for the fact that
there is nothing unusual.”

“So it’s an animal hair?”
“No. At least not any species in the oracle’s database.
This hair comes from something no one’s ever seen before.”
Wallaby winced his eyes and pushed his glasses up.
“Well, the oracle doesn’t have every animal species on it,
does it?”

“Yeah, that is a bit unusual.”

Stevin looked at Wallaby with friendly derision.

Stevin reluctantly opened the diary and flipped the

“Okay then, well what if the hair is fake? Could it be

pages. As he skimmed the entries, Wallaby noticed something

artificial? Like from a stuffed animal?”

strange hiding by Mary’s closet door. He walked over to it,

“No. It’s biomaterial.”

ignoring the harsh creaks responding to every footstep. The

Wallaby knew that biomaterial was one of the defining

room tilted as he stepped.
“Stevin, come here.”

characteristics of hair, but he was still in disbelief.
“Well—”
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The tree collapsed without warning.

“It’s Wallaby!”
Stevin wasn’t sure if it was anger or pure desperation

•••

that led to Wallaby’s miraculous, daring jump from the pipes
to the ground, but it started with Wallaby swinging himself

Stevin was still clutching the thin hair strand in his

from his shaky foothold, diary still in his possession. The boys

palms while hanging from a shelf on what was left of Mary’s

didn’t have time to congratulate each other for surviving,

room. Wallaby had been caught by two pipes that had been

though. They sprung into action and deserted the yard as

hanging from the side of the room and was holding on for

police flooded the scene.

dear life, though the fall would have only bruised him badly at
this height.

•••

“Are you okay, Wallaby?”
Stevin looked down. There was no way the police hadn’t
heard the crash, so they would be discovering the boys soon.

“Two dollars.”
Wallaby handed his money to the cashier with the face of

“Wally, we have to go! We have to jump!”

someone who clearly didn’t sleep the night before. This was an

“What?! We can’t make a jump like that!”

expected sight for any coffee shop cashier working a Saturday

“We’re gonna have to! Come on!”

at 9:00am. Wallaby was handed his tea, and he welcomed it

Stevin let go of the shelf and began to slide down the

by embracing the paper cup to his cheek. He had to let the tea,

bark, waiting to reach a good enough height to make a leap for
it.

steam, after all.
He turned to see Stevin already seated at the table,

He passed by Wallaby in style and yelled under his
breath, “Come on Wally!”
Stevin jumped for it and won the ground he aimed for,

resting comfortably next to the window.

Like Wallaby, He

also didn’t have a taste for coffee, just chewing gum or
oatmeal. But today, he had coffee, anyway.

tumbling as he landed.
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As he waited for Stevin to say something, Wallaby leaned

No matter how hard I try, I can’t seem to get my dad to

over the table. All he wanted was an honest discussion about

understand why it’s important for me to leave this summer. I

the previous night’s events. Stevin was too focused, however,

can’t take it here anymore.

on the diary in front of him.
Mary’s diary was filled with scant drawings and daily

“Hey, it’s Wallaby!”
“Shush!”

entries that revealed very little about the true character of

He just doesn’t understand. He doesn’t get why it’s

Stevin’s longtime friend, a girl of peculiarity that out-shined

important for me to leave San Francisco and live somewhere

most of the other girls her age. Stevin couldn’t accept that the

nicer. Greener. Filled with brighter skies. An ocean I can get

diary belonged to Mary Gibbs.

lost in. Maybe out west?

“It doesn’t make sense, Wall.”

As Wallaby buried his head in the diary, searching

“No, don’t call me Wall.”

desperately for clues, Stevin contemplated the strange entry

“Seriously, I can’t figure out how this could possibly

marked March 23rd. Mary had never told Stevin that she

come from Mary.”
Stevin turned the pages, looking for a crease he had
made earlier.

wanted to leave the city for the summer. Granted, she had
always wanted to live on either a ranch or near the Great
Barrier Reef. No one had ever understood her odd love for

“Here, read this entry.”

both the sea and the desert, two of the world’s most distinct

Wallaby took the diary from Stevin’s hands and tilted his

sceneries. Wallaby finished reading while Stevin was lost in

glasses as he read.

thought.

March 23rd. Hello, again. I promise to be brief, but

“I don’t get it,” Wallaby began, rubbing his eyes. “She’s

today was just one of those days that I could go on and on

usually so deep and thoughtful. I can’t believe she wrote

about.

something so whiny and teenage.”

“March 23rd? That was last week!”
“Shush Wall! Just keep reading.”

Stevin nodded. “I know, something isn’t right. It’s almost
like she’s trying to say something else.”
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On a whim, he grabbed the diary from Wallaby’s palms
and stared intently at it, waiting for inspiration to strike.
Wallaby took a sip of his tea and laid back in his chair.
“Where’s the hair?”
“I analyzed it some more last night before I went to
sleep.”
“You didn’t sleep.”
“Yeah, I know. Anyway, I couldn’t figure out where or
who it comes from, but it’s in a plastic bag in my pocket now,”
Stevin explained as he brushed his fingers against the bag to
confirm that it was still where it was supposed to be.
“Whoever, or whatever, it belongs to is someone or something
truly bizarre.”
That reminded Wallaby of something that had struck
him as soon as the boys had found the hair in the first place.
“Why don’t we talk to Mr. Azam? He’s always going on about
the bizarre, especially when it comes to animals.”
Stevin had thought of this as well. If there was anyone
equipped to deduce where their most promising lead came
from, it was the peculiar professor.
“Where is he?” Stevin finally asked.
Wallaby was already looking him up online via the

“We can find his phone number online and call him.”
Several sips of tea and coffee later, the boys were calling
their teacher on a Saturday. The phone rang five times before
going to voicemail.

school’s directory.
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Wallaby was on the verge of leaving a message when a

“Do you truly want to find your friend?”

hand touched his shoulder, frightening and paralyzing him at

The boys both responded, “Yes.”

the same time. It was Mr. Azam, and he was smiling.

“Are you willing to go to great lengths to find her? Travel

“Boys! What a coincidence.”

to places you’ve never been?”

Great detectives don’t believe in coincidence.

“Yes.”

Stevin looked up at the unexpected figure that was his

“Put yourselves in harm’s way? Make friends with

teacher and quickly hid the oracle behind him.
“Mr. Azam? We were just calling you, actually.”
Stevin said this quizzically, and it came from a side of his
personality he didn’t show often: confusion. Mr. Azam
stepped by the table, hands in his pockets. He wasn’t the

questionable characters and climb up heights much more
harrowing than the one you both conquered last night?”
Stevin quickly chirped, “What does harrowing mean?”
Wallaby slammed him on the back and strongly replied,
“Yes.”

tallest man, but he had a commanding presence and was

“Fine, good. Come with me. I’m going to help you find

dressed quite formally for an early Saturday morning. He

where that hair came from. I promise I’ll explain everything

didn’t even wear a tweed jacket in class, let alone in public.

on the way. One last thing, though. Do you trust me?”

“Yes, I know. I was actually watching you two last night.
Sorry if that’s weird.”
Wallaby’s eyes widened. “Yeah, that’s extremely weird.”

“No,” Stevin immediately replied.
“Good. Then you’re off to a great start. My name is Alec
Azam. What do you think about doors?”

“The weirdest,” Stevin added.
“Again, sorry. Look, I can help you two, but only if you
promise me one thing.”
Stevin put down his coffee. “Wait, why were you—”
“One thing,” Mr. Azam interrupted.
“Okay,” Wallaby replied.
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CHAPTER 3

Three Doors

Mr. Alec Azam peered over the crowd with a confused

with both grace and confidence, even while jogging down the

look on his face, struggling to see the full shape of the house

city streets. His thin, dark mustache that accompanied his

that was at the center of everyone’s attention.

old-fashioned tastes tended to make him stand out in most

A room held up by a tree.

crowds scattered throughout the city, but he had recently

It had been a while since Alec had seen such a bizarre

shaved it off at the subtle request of his dear, sweet Molly, a

sight, and not even a tragedy like this would be avoided by the

colleague at the school he’d not yet had the courage to ask out

peculiar professor’s curiosity.

on a proper date.

After the bell rang at three o’clock, Alec had darted from

Soon after arriving at Mary’s house, Alec studied the

the school premises to Mary’s house (her room, technically)

scene closely from afar, but he knew that getting a good look

by taking the cable car and lightly jogging his way to the

at the phenomenon would take a bit more strategy. He

biggest mystery the people of San Francisco had ever

patiently waited a few hours and returned to the scene at dusk

encountered. The story of the “missing house” had become

when most of the crowd had retreated home for dinner.

well-known by the time school was finished that day, though

Fortunately, a clean-shaven face meant that Alec would

it wasn’t troubling enough for school to be cancelled, at least

fit into the crowd easily, but he still thought it wise to disguise

in the eyes of Principal Farnsworth. Many of the students, and

himself in an effort to keep possible attention away from him.

of course the teachers, considered ending the day early for the

Alec reached into his knapsack and pulled out some extra

sake of their missing student, but the powers of the school

clothes he kept around in case of cold weather. He slipped on

(really just Farnsworth) thought it best to finish the day and

a cap and put on his tweed jacket, shaking it as it covered his

let students grieve over the weekend. Most of the students and

shoulders and spewed dust from its seams. For a brief

teachers did more speculating over the incident than

moment, he lamented at how the brown jacket clashed

mourning.

drastically with his red bow tie and pants, but he quickly

The young teacher, Alec Azam, was only 32, but he

refocused on the important matters at hand. Molly’s approval

dressed as if he were 50. He wore his suspenders and bow tie

of his fashion tastes would have to wait. With his disguise
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ready, Alec proceeded to the only corner of the scene that
wasn’t crawling with policemen, which was toward the backleft of the apartment building sitting next to the “missing
house.”
Alone and ready for mischief, Alec reached into his bag
and grabbed a black top hat folded between his books. He
rested it on his palms with the bottom of the hat looking him
dead in the eye. A sweeping burst of strange nostalgia began
to preoccupy Alec’s thoughts, but he disregarded the moment
and reached into the hat. From it, he pulled a large, thick book
that looked nothing like the others resting in his knapsack. It
had no title on the cover, but the book did, in fact, have a
name. Just as Alec opened the book, he was surprised by a tap
on the shoulder.
“Aren’t I the one usually lurking about?” said the figure,
announcing his presence with both a smirk and a comment.
Before Alec stood a familiar, slender man sporting an
obviously tailored suit accompanied by a completely hairless
head.
“Oh Randall, no wonder I didn’t hear you coming.”
Alec said this without his usual confidence. He looked
down at the book and eyed the hat he had placed by his feet
earlier.

“What do you want?”
“You did magic. What do you think I want?”
Randall’s eyes were piercing, as if they were constantly
laughing.
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“It was just easier than having to go all the way home to

“I’ll find a way,” Alec said as he looked down at his book.

grab it.” Alec tried desperately to find his confidence. “At any
rate, shouldn’t you be more worried about the magic that is

“You won’t. But you can get someone else to go up there
for you.”

clearly going on over there?”

Randall started to walk away.

Randall chuckled and put his hands in his pockets as he
leaned against the wall of the building.

Alec was silent. Randall was being a little too helpful,
making it clear that he intended for Alec to solve this problem

“That’s not really my job anymore. People like you are,”

for him. But that’s when an idea flashed into Alec’s mind. He

Randall said as his face gradually became more serious.

looked through his book with haste, despite it’s heaviness

“Regardless, I’ve already looked into it. Not much I can do

starting to take a toll on Alec’s arms.

really. Same goes for you.”
So there was enough magic for you to look into it, after

“Just as I thought!” Alec shouted as he had quickly found
what he was looking for. “Take a look at the tree here.”

all. It was clear to Alec that Randall was hiding something.
“I’ll talk to the parents. Surely—”

Randall approached Alec tentatively and glanced at the
book without moving his hands from out of his pockets.

“Already done. They know nothing.”

“The tree is the same.”

“Well, when the scene calms down, I’ll just—”

“That’s right. Exactly the same, meaning it’s existing in

“Go see the room for yourself? Can’t. I already tried.
Besides, a clumsy fool like you would make the whole tree

two places at once,” Alec said cautiously, trying hard not to
look Randall in the eye.

collapse. No roots, you know.”

Randall once again started walking away.

“What do you mean you tried?” Alec didn’t know Randall
to be the type of person who failed at anything.
“The room is protected from magic. You and I can’t get in
there. We’d just fall out of it.” Randall stepped closer to Alec.
“Could break a bone.”

“Oh great, I hate this type of magic.” He grumbled under
his breath, though remaining loud enough for Alec to hear
him.
“If I can find something, anything, in that room that
doesn’t belong—”
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“Figure it out,” Randall interrupted. “But no magic.
Otherwise, I’ll certainly be back.”
Alec looked up, but Randall was gone.

“How will this help us find Mary?” asked Stevin, who had
grown tired of the babbling.
He only cared about one thing.
“You’ll see. This is the clue that will take us to her.”

•••

Alec had not told the boys everything yet, especially
when it came to the book still resting in his knapsack. Despite

“How did you know we would go to the house?”

all of these revelations, Stevin still had not thought to ask who

Stevin was doing his best to get a long explanation from

their teacher really was.

his mysterious teacher as he, Wallaby, and Alec hung from the

Wallaby had.

side of the cable car.

“You just want the hair, right? It’s not like you need us

“After I realized that the room wouldn’t hold me, I

anymore. What’s stopping you from magically stealing the

waited patiently for someone who would. I saw you and

hair away from us?” asked Wallaby as he clung to the cable car

Wallaby crash onto the scene—less than quietly—and

for dear life.

observed.”

“Wouldn’t be able to if I wanted,” Alec said bluntly. “It’s

Wallaby was troubled by Alec’s brief story of the bald

not from our time, which means magic won’t work on it very

man, but he had too many questions to just pick one, so he

well. Plus, I don’t think I’m good enough to snatch something

chose the most obvious.

that small, anyway.”

“So the hair is from another time period?”
“Yes and no. It exists in two places at once, but in

Wallaby stared blankly at him, waiting for something
more to be said. Alec realized this.

different forms. Here, it is the remnant of something that has

“Look, I do need you. You’re normal, which means you’re

not yet been forgotten. It won’t be complete again until you

capable of things I am not. In a moment, you’ll see what I

return it to the owner.”

mean.”
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Minutes later, the group finally arrived at their
destination. Before them was a tall and wide building that was

morning. He still didn’t trust his peculiar professor, but his
wonder at the sight before him made his jaw drop.

very old and clearly abandoned. Stevin had lived in San

What has my geography teacher been doing in here?

Francisco all his life, but he had never been anywhere near

The building was layered with hundreds of doors, or at

this place before.
“What is this place?” he asked as they walked toward an
entrance.

least too many to count. The boys began to walk in separate
directions, looking at the doors in an attempt to take it all in.
Doors of all colors and shapes were hanging from metal rails

“A warehouse. One of many.”

that blanketed the walls and ceilings throughout the entire

“No kidding,” Wallaby said sarcastically. It was a hot day,

warehouse, and that wasn’t counting the library of doors

and he was eager to get inside. “By the way, you never really
explained who that Randall guy was.”
Alec paused for a moment and looked down at his feet.
He then lifted his head and brandished his usual smile.
“He’s like a policeman, just when it comes to magic.
You’re normal, so don’t worry about him.”
Alec began to chuckle as he realized that the boys weren’t
even close to believing a word he had said. Normally, Stevin’s
instincts would have compelled him to press the issue, but he

scattered on the ground floor.
“What is this place?”
Both boys repeated this question in different forms as
they walked around the odd museum of wooden structures.
Alec walked toward the center and finally replied, “Every
door leads somewhere. Sometimes to places you didn’t know
to look for. Fewer times, we knock.”
“How many doors have you walked through?” asked
Stevin.

had heard enough cryptically ambiguous explanations for one

“Not enough, Mr. Parker. Not enough.”

morning.

Alec approached the door standing alone in the center of

The building was already well-lit, hinting that someone
had turned the lights on that same day. Stevin deduced

the large room. He lifted his fist to the door as if he was
actually about to knock.

immediately that Alec must have come there early in the
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Wallaby and Stevin watched the scene as they gravitated

“Enough! What are you trying to do? What’s the point of

toward the center of the warehouse, unaware of what they

all this?” Stevin yelled clutching his hat. “How do you know all

should be expecting.

this? Where do these doors even come from?”

Knock Knock Knock-Knock Knock.
Immediately, three doors fell from the ceiling hanging by

Alec smirked. “I know it makes no sense but for crying
out loud kid, have a bit of imagination!”

a metal thread that seemed elastic. Stevin and Wallaby were

Stevin was half-expecting Alec to skip as he said all this.

dumbfounded.

“Imagination? I’ve exercised my imagination enough

Each door had a unique pattern. The one on the far left
was wooden and fragile, as if it was the entrance to some sort

today, starting with the fact that apparently my teacher thinks
he’s some kind of wizard!”

of cottage or tavern. This door caught Wallaby’s attention

Wallaby had been silent, but he agreed nonetheless.

first. Stevin was more fixated on the center door. It was metal

“Look, Mr. Azam, can you just get to the point? That’s all

and obviously bolted to something on the other side. It looked

we’re asking.”

like it was guarding something important. The final door was

To respond, Alec scurried along the floor of the

more simple than the others, as it was merely brown and had

warehouse and raised his index finger to the boys. “The point

a normal look to it. The only peculiarity was that it had a gold

is that the two of you don’t realize what you’ve stumbled onto,

name card on the front of it that read, AII3.

and it would take me far too long to explain it. The bottom

Alec walked in front of the doors that had dropped
behind him and faced his confused companions.
“Each door will take you somewhere, but only one of
them will take you where you need to go.”
Stevin was done.

line, children, is that Mary doesn’t have time for me to spell it
out for you!”
The boys looked at him sternly, refusing to respond. So
Alec walked to the doors and stretched his arm toward them.
“Mary used one of these doors. I figured this out just a
few hours ago when—”
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“Wait, what?!” yelled Stevin as he ran toward Alec.
“What do you mean she used one of these doors? How do you
even know that?”
“Like I said, I don’t have time to explain. Mary is sort of
like my...apprentice, you see. I came back here this morning
to use a door and found that someone had used all of the
power.”

“What do you think Parker? Should we keep hanging out
with this weirdo?”
“I’m not sure what he’s trying to pull, but I’m not
convinced he’s wasting our time. Let’s just do what he says for
now and wait for him to tell us what’s really going on.”
“What can we really expect from him, though?” Wallaby
whispered sternly. “We’re just going to start walking through

“Power?” asked Wallaby as he scratched his forehead.

a bunch of doorways all afternoon if we keep dealing with this

The prospect that they could actually be closing in on

guy.”

Mary, however improbable it seemed, had energized him.
“Yes, you see these doors are essentially portals. I’ve
been experimenting on them for years, but it was very recently
that Mary and I discovered how to make them work.”
Stevin found himself becoming more open-minded to
Alec’s madness and asked, “What gave you the idea that these
doors were portals in the first place?”
“It’s a long story, Mr. Parker. For now, I need your help
to make these doors work again.”
Stevin and Wallaby looked at each other and silently
agreed to have a secret meeting.
“It’ll just be one second,” Wallaby said as he grabbed
Stevin’s shoulder and took him aside. The boys were now
huddled and whispering.

Stevin peered over Wallaby’s shoulder and looked at
Alec, who was straightening the nameplate on one of the
doors with a cheesy grin still stretched across his face.
“I’ll keep asking him questions as we go. I think he
knows something; we just have to be patient.”
Wallaby nodded halfheartedly and broke away from the
huddle. The boys walked toward their odd teacher, trying
their hardest to look less skeptical.
“Alright, we’re in,” said Stevin. What do you need us to
do, Mr. Azam?”
“Splendid!” Alec yelped as he skipped in place. “Come
here and stand up straight.”
The boys obeyed and lined up in front of Alec, expecting
the worst.
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“I said straight, Mr. Jones!”

“You have a tremendous amount of imagination, and

Wallaby shuffled, looking embarrassed.

you’re quick to use it. Knock on the door with the most

Alec then approached Stevin and stared him at him for

creative rhythm you can think of, and I’ll do the rest.”

an uncomfortable amount of time. He could hear Alec’s

Wallaby frowned at this challenge.

heartbeat.

“How can a knock be creative?”

“Answer this question without thinking,” Alec

“Just let me do it,” Stevin chided with a ping of jealously.

commanded, still staring at Stevin. “And don’t you dare take

Who’s more creative than me?

longer than a second.”

“Sorry, Mr. Parker, but you won’t work. You’re

“Okay.”

too...analytical. You overthink simple things like this. Let Mr.

“What is your favorite day of the year?”

Jones handle it.”

“Today!” answered Wallaby, who was speaking out of
turn.

“Wow, for once you’re not the center of attention,” noted
Wallaby with a grin. “What a fun change of pace. So, which

Stevin looked at him, confused.
“Perfect!” said Alec happily. “You’ll do just fine, Mr.
Jones.”
“But it was my turn!” complained Stevin.
“Don’t be jealous, Mr. Parker. Alright then, Mr. Jones. I
need you to knock on one of the doors. I have just enough
power to make one of them work, so choose carefully.”
“Why am I knocking?” Wallaby asked, forgetting how
ridiculous this entire situation was becoming.

door do I choose, Mr. Azam?”
“Not sure!” replied the professor. “There’s no way to
know which one Mary used, so we’ll have to resort to trial and
error.”
“Well then, I guess we’ll just go in order.”
Wallaby approached the first option on the far left and
held his fist up to the wooden door.
“Here goes nothing, I guess.”
Knock-knock-knock knock knock knock-knock-knock.
Wallaby looked back at Alec and waited for some form of
validation. He was only smiling, as usual.
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“Okay, so I guess I’ll just go through now?”
After taking a deep sigh, Wallaby searched for a
doorknob, but there was none.
“Just try pushing it Wall,” scolded Stevin, who was still
feeling slighted.
Wallaby turned and shouted, “It’s Wallaby!” as he
stepped forward through the door.
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CHAPTER 4

Here Be Magic

Wallaby stood on the other side of the wooden door,
shocked that nothing had happened. Even though he

“Wait, I’ve got it!” Alec suddenly shouted. “I apologize,
boys. I broke one of the most critical rules of magic!”

shouldn’t have expected anything to happen, of course.

The boys looked back at their peculiar professor, unsure

Frantically, he walked back through the door and out again,

of how to react. The best they could manage was a frustrated

but there was no change.

sigh.

Stevin relaxed his palm on his forehead. “Mr. Azam, we
appreciate the fact that you’re trying to help, but I think it’s
time for us to just go now.”
For the first time in years, Wallaby nodded in approval of
something Stevin had said.

“I forgot to say the magic words!”
Alec reached into his pocket and pulled out a black wand,
though it looked more like some kind of baton to Stevin and
Wallaby.
“ALEC AZAM!”

Ignoring them, Alec sifted through the pages of his

Suddenly, the lights in the warehouse flickered

tremendous book, desperately trying to determine what he

sporadically as the ground shook, causing Wallaby to fall

had done wrong.

backward while Stevin cautiously stepped forward to observe

“Just—just hold on! I think I forgot something

the phenomenon, eyes widened. There was a steady rumbling

important,” he murmured, pacing with an eager look on his

throughout the building, but the doors in the center of the

face.

warehouse were sitting in silence, lights still fixed on them
Wallaby inspected the other doors, but he too was ready

to abandon his increasingly strange teacher.

evenly. Without warning, every light in the building
disappeared. Even the beams from outside the windows had

“Sorry, Mr. Azam.”

vanished, as if someone had blocked them with thick, black

Stevin and Wallaby began to head back toward the

cloth. For a few seconds, the warehouse was pitch black until

warehouse entrance, with Alec still walking in circles near the

one light mysteriously switched on above the wooden door on

doors.

the left. The cottage door was now the only illuminated object
in the warehouse.
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“Perfect,” Alec cackled as he strutted toward the frame of

was about to do involved his apprehensive friend’s full

the wooden doorway. “I can’t believe I forgot the magic words!

participation. Both boys nodded as Stevin put his hand on the

Ha ha-ha!”

wooden door and pushed it forward.

Wallaby slowly stood back up, still terrified at what had
just happened, but no less curious. Ahead of him, Stevin was

•••

amused at Alec’s strange laugh that eerily changed pitch with
each ha.
“The magic words are your name?” Stevin asked, looking
squarely at the door, not Alec.

Stevin expected a light to hit his face as he entered
through the doorway, but the transition from the warehouse
to what lied on the other side was seamless. It was as if he was

“Yes, well it’s not my real name, obviously.”

truly walking into another room with nothing strange waiting

A serious look crossed Alec’s face. It was a look that

for him on the other side. Of course, that was certainly not the

Stevin and Wallaby had never seen on their teacher’s face
before.

case.
Before him was a room he couldn’t have possibly

“We must hurry through that door,” he said solemnly.

predicted would be on the other side. He was in what

“Why?” Wallaby demanded.

appeared to be a rustic cottage filled with wooden carvings

“I used magic. There are—consequences for using magic.

and tools scattered in a disorganized mess and blanketing a

Someone will be here soon.” Alec grinned. “But they can’t find

low-lit room. Stevin felt as if he had jaunted back in time.

us if we’re not here! Ha ha-ha!”

Behind him, Wallaby couldn’t stop tilting his head in disbelief

There’s that laugh again, Stevin groaned to himself.

as he fumbled into the room, both eyes glazed over. As smart

Alec stood to the side of the doorway and stretched out

and smug as Wallaby was, he didn’t deal well with the

his hand. “Come, Stevin. Let’s go find young Mary.”
Without hesitation, Stevin walked toward the wooden

unexpected. Eventually, Alec entered through the door and
shut it.

door, looking back at Wallaby for confirmation that what he
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“My magic will wear off momentarily,” he reckoned as he

After a few silent moments, Stevin stopped what he was

made himself at home. “No need to worry about anyone

doing and spun around to face Alec. “You don’t own that

following us!”

warehouse, do you?”

The look on Alec’s face made it clear that he was quite

Alec arched his eyebrows, took out a handkerchief to

pleased with himself for pulling this all off, rather than

dust his now dirty shoulders, and frankly replied, “Well, aren’t

worrying about the situation at hand. Stevin took notice of his

you quite the detective.”

indifference.
The boys stumbled around the strangest room either of

“Alright, so who does own that place?” Wallaby asked
while trying to juggle three wooden balls.

them had ever laid their eyes on, wandering like puppies

“All in good time,” answered Alec as he inspected a

sniffing a home for the first time. There were odds and ends

wooden bowl, which he deduced as a sign that food had to

dispersed across every corner of the shop. Some of them were

have been prepared somewhere in the cluttered workshop.

bizarre than others.

“For now, please assist me in finding something to eat!”

“Where are we?” Stevin finally asked.
“I have no idea, to be honest,” replied Alec as he
searched desperately for a kitchen.

Wallaby finally gave up trying to juggle and turned to
rebuke his teacher. “We don’t have time to feed you, Mr.
Azam!”

“Do you at least know where this door came from?”

Stevin approached Wallaby and grabbed the three

inquired Wallaby as he examined a wood carving of a truck

wooden balls from his hands. He started to toss them with

sitting on the table—he was almost sure he’d seen the truck

perfect balance.

somewhere before.
Alec remained as silent as Wallaby patiently waited for
an answer.

“So, this magic stuff is real, eh?”
Stevin’s remark staggered Wallaby.
“I mean, we’re clearly not in the warehouse anymore.”
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Wallaby reached for his juggling friend and whispered,
“Stevin, it’s just a parlor trick. Don’t let him think we’re on to
him.”
“You’re wrong, Wall.”
“Seriously boys, I could really use a snack,” moaned Alec
as he lay stretched across a table. “Using magic makes me
unbearably hungry!”
“See!” Wallaby whispered more loudly. “He’s just trying
to get a meal out of us!”

“Usually, I can see labels and data floating around
anything I focus in on. But right now, I don’t see anything.”
“Is it turned on?”
“Yes, I can still see temperature. But nothing here—”
Stevin paused as something caught his eye near the back of
the shop.
Wallaby was trying to figure out what Stevin was eyeing.
“What is it?” he asked softly, worried he’d break Stevin’s fierce
concentration.

“Don’t be ridiculous, Wall!”

“There’s something back there that’s—that’s labeled.”

“It’s WALLABY!”

Stevin paused for a moment and then made his way to

Stevin placed the balls on the table and took out his
oracle, though he was unsure how the magnifying glass would
come in handy in such an unusual place.
“This cottage seems—off somehow. I’m going to scan it
really quick and figure out where we are, exactly.”
He patrolled around the center of the room, holding the
oracle close to his eyes as he circled in place. What he saw
only added to his confusion.
“This is just bizarre,” Stevin uttered, though only
Wallaby noticed.
“What?”

the back of the workshop. “I can’t read it from here. Hold on.”
Unamused, Wallaby assumed that it would be yet
another dead end. He turned to Alec, who had begun
following Stevin toward the back.
“Can we walk out that door now?” Wallaby asked Alec,
exhibiting his famous lack of patience. “Maybe there’s more to
this place.”
Wallaby suddenly felt uneasy as both Alec and Stevin
had begun to stare at him, neither of them moving a muscle.
“Guys?”
“Don’t move,” Stevin whispered.
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Alec softly stepped toward Wallaby, as if to touch his
shoulder. The color of his face was exceedingly white,

ham right before they made contact with his body, shouting
ALEC AZAM with each flick of his wrist.

prompting Wallaby to begin trembling where he stood until

Meanwhile, Wallaby had successfully hidden himself

he could take it no longer. He pivoted his head to see a broom

under a table as his allies continued to battle the aggressive

suspended in the air behind him. It sped toward him, but

appliances, but his newfound comfort didn’t last long. Within

Wallaby ducked with just an inch to spare.

moments, the table rose above him, as if it was teasing

The broom flung itself against the stone wall and collided
onto the pile of rubbish on the floor. Stevin, Wallaby, and Alec
huddled side by side, congregating near the center of the
workshop. They looked on in horror as they realized a horde
of brooms, knives, pots, and plates were levitating themselves
in a circle surrounding them.
Alec built up some pluck as he mumbled, “Don’t move
boys—maybe they don’t—maybe they don’t see us! Ha ha-ha!”
“Seriously, what is up with that laugh?” Wallaby barked.
Suddenly, a crow flew into the cottage from outside the
window and perched itself on a nearby shelf.
It flapped its wings and shrieked,“TRESPASSERS!” with
full force.
A pot hurled itself at Wallaby, but Stevin swatted it away

Wallaby’s sheer terror. He rolled away right before it smashed
itself against the ground, splitting in half.
“What is going on?!” wailed Wallaby as he ducked and
ran across the violent scene.
Before him sat the shrieking crow who could somehow
talk. But the only words it was interested in both maddened
and frightened Wallaby.
The crow swooped toward him, aiming for Wallaby’s face
as it shouted, “YIELD TRESPASSER, YIELD!”
It grabbed a hold of him before Alec interceded.
“ALEC AZAM!”
The peculiar professor trapped the crow within a cage,
freeing Wallaby from its clutches. Alec grabbed Wallaby and
sprung for the door, stuffing ham slices in his mouth.

with his notably resilient oracle at the perfect moment. A pile

“Stfff—wff—gfff—nfff!”

of plates began to slide themselves like discs toward Alec, but

“What?!”

his wand was handy. He transformed the plates into slices of

Alec swallowed his snack and cleared his throat.
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“Stevin, we have to go NOW!”
Still fighting his way to the back of the workshop, Stevin
was intent on snatching whatever object his oracle had picked
up on. A large painting then shot itself toward him, but he
managed to catch it and use it as a shield against the cutlery
that followed. He briefly observed that it was an aged carving
of a bear—different from the other works of art scattered
about. He tossed the painting aside and made his way to the
shelf where his prize rested.
Stevin could now see that it was a composition notebook
—the only item in the shop that looked remotely normal or
modern. He grabbed it and raced for the entrance. Wallaby
and Alec stood by the door waiting impatiently.
Alec was dueling several of the floating knives with his
wand, which he had transformed into a cutlass. Stevin was
almost impressed at his teacher’s astonishing fencing skills.
In comparison, Wallaby was timidly holding an oversized
bowl as it was being pierced by oncoming cleavers.
“What are you doing over there, Parker?!” screamed
Wallaby as his bowl-shield started to give way to the
onslaught.
Stevin darted across the workshop, dodging everything

“Open the door!”
“Ha ha-ha!” snickered Alec as he whacked the knife away
and pushed the door forward, grabbing Wallaby in the
process. “Come now, Mr. Jones! Escape is within our grasp!”

sharp that was aiming for him.
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Still grinning, Alec dragged Wallaby by his lapel, but

climb it. All he truly wanted was Stevin’s help, though he was

Wallaby remained petrified as he clutched his steel-tainted

ashamed to admit it. Up until then, Stevin had always been

bowl tightly. Stevin closed in behind them and slammed the

there to get him out of trouble, but he wasn’t there this time to

door shut as six knives pierced the wooden door dividing

stop Sid from grabbing Wallaby’s ankles as he inched up the

them.

tree.
The impact knocked the wind out of Wallaby as the three
•••

boys threw him to the ground and cornered him.
“Say it, WallaSTINK!” laughed Rodney.

Wallaby sped his bicycle with all of the strength his
young legs could muster, but he worried his efforts wouldn’t
be enough. He had only learned how to ride a bike a day
earlier, after all.
“Slow down, WallaPEE!” shouted the boys pedaling
behind him. All three were considerably older and larger.
Turning the corner on Maple would prove to be a
challenge the 12-year-old wasn’t prepared to handle. The bike
quickly lost balance and propelled Wallaby into the bushes.
If only bicycles had seat belts, he lamented as he settled
into the bush, accepting his fate.
The three older boys—Michael, Sid, and Rodney—
stopped their bikes and chuckled deviously as they advanced
toward Wallaby’s crash site. Horrified, Wallaby ran up the
steep hill toward the tree at the top, hoping he had time to

“No—” Wallaby tried to protest.
Rodney threw a dirt clod at Wallaby’s face, which he had
no time to guard.
“Oh, come on, WallaPEE! Just say your name!” sneered
Sid as if they were friends.
“No. No—”
Michael sat on Wallaby’s stomach, crushing his already
bruised gut. “SAY IT. SAY YOUR NAME, WALLA—”
A stream of water gushed at Michael’s face, causing him
to panic. The water was almost boiling hot.
“Ahhh! That burns!” he shouted as the other boys looked
to see a girl confidently strolling up the hill. She was carrying
a water-rifle that was filled to the brim.
“You’re going to pay for that, Gibbs!” Michael threatened
as he rushed down the hill.
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The girl shot him again, causing him to trip as the hot
water made him flurry in pain.
“Get out of here, Michael,” the girl ordered. “I’ve got
enough water here to give you a sunburn.”
“Geez, we were just messing around, Gibbs,” lamented

Stevin, Wallaby, and Alec laid on the grass outside of the
cottage, breathless and exhausted from the most unforeseen
battle any of them had ever encountered.
“I suppose it’s pretty obvious,” Alec began to say, “that
here be magic!”

the frustrated Rodney. “Why do you always have to be such a

The affair had apparently given the teacher-turned-

bully? We were just having some fun with our good friend, uh,

wizard a spurt of animation that both troubled and

Wallasomething.”

bewildered the boys as they tried to collect their scattered

She pointed the water-rifle at Rodney and Sid, who

thoughts.

quickly surrendered. The boys fumbled away with pouted

Scratching his scruffy hair, Stevin arose and opened the

faces, giving Wallaby a moment to stop flinching. The girl

notebook he had managed to grab before their escape.

approached him and reached out her hand.

Wallaby remained firmly on his back with the bowl now

“I know this is probably the last thing you want to hear,
but what is your name?”

sitting over his face, knives still protruding from it.
“Come on, porcupine,” Stevin groaned sarcastically as he

“Wallaby,” he answered with a hesitant smile.
“Oh, really? That’s a nice name.”
Wallaby stood up and started to brush the dirt from his
face and clothes.

passed his weary companion.
After combing through several of the pages, Stevin
wondered what made the notebook special. The pattern on the
front was black and white, similar to notebooks he had used in

“What’s your name?”

school. There was no name to be found in it, and it was almost

“Mary.”

blank—save for one page.
“What is this book you were bragging about, Mr.
•••

Parker?” Alec investigated, only after finishing what was left
of his ham slices.
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“It’s the only thing the oracle recognized,” Stevin quickly

With a nod, Alec agreed, but Wallaby was not yet friendly

responded while holding the oracle over the notebook. “And

enough to let his guard down around the peculiar professor,

you’re not going to believe this. Mary’s fingerprints are on this

even if he had saved his life from a murderous crow.

thing.”
“What?!” Wallaby yelped as he stood up immediately—
the bowl still sitting on his head.
“This is Mary’s,” Stevin thought out loud with both eyes
fixed squarely on the page with her prints on it. “She came
through this door after all.”
Alec grinned. “What are the chances?”

Stevin reluctantly allowed Alec to take the book from his
hands.
“This is a cipher, boys.”
“A what?” Stevin responded.
“It’s a pattern for breaking codes,” Wallaby stated
plainly.
“Precisely, Mr. Jones!” Alec chirped as he snapped his

“They’re one in three, Mr. Azam.”

fingers. “We wizards use ciphers to leave—I guess you could

“Oh, yes. Sorry, magic makes me a little—springy. Can

call them breadcrumbs.”

we get some food now?”
“First thing’s first, Alec,” Stevin noted sternly, choosing
to call the teacher by his first name. “This book belongs to
Mary. It may have a clue to finding her.”
He lifted the book to Alec’s eye-level, holding its only
inked page open for both Alec and Wallaby to study.

“Breadcrumbs for what?” Stevin questioned.
“For traveling between the dimensions. Or in our case,
time.”
Neither Stevin nor Wallaby could understand the
mixture of awe and perplexity that inundated their minds as
Alec continued to speak.

Within the notebook was a list of numbers and letters

“You see, boys. These aren’t just normal doors. My magic

that were spread throughout the page. Each letter had one

words were just the catalyst for sending us to the other side.

number attached to it, but Stevin was unable to discover a

We could be misplaced in time or trapped in a different

pattern for what he was reading.

dimension. I don’t really know. But what I do know is that

“It’s clearly a code,” Stevin elaborated.

Mary made her way here not too long ago and left behind a
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cipher for me to find. This means my suspicions were right in

As he spoke, Stevin reached into his pocket and grasped

that she is apparently running from something or someone.

the purple hair from Mary’s room, which was still in its safe,

It’s up to us to find out where she went.”

plastic bag.

Alec’s speech compelled the boys to sit quietly in order to
process what they had just been told.

“The hair could belong to this bear.”
“That’s a long shot, Mr. Parker.”

So—there really is magic here, Stevin thought.

“I know, but what if the cipher—”

So—Mr. Azam is trying to kill us, Wallaby thought.

Alec looked at the notebook again and matched the

“Can we use the cipher to find her?” Stevin suggested,
with both hands holding his aching head.
“I’m not sure,” Alec somberly answered. “The cipher is
no good without a code, which would have been left behind in
the workshop.”
“So, let’s go back in there,” Wallaby suggested, forgetting
the nightmare they had just escaped from.
“No. No. No.” Alec immediately asserted. “That would be
much too dangerous, and there’s no telling what the code
actually is.”
“The bear.”
Wallaby and Alec looked over at Stevin, who had just
mumbled his thoughts out loud.
“The code might be the bear carving. It was the only
thing in that workshop that stood out to me—besides the

numbers.
B-1, E-9, A-3, R-5.
“The word spells 1935,” Stevin explained with confusion
still in his voice.
Holding back a heavy guffaw, Alec smiled without pause.
“You have the makings of a real detective, Mr. Parker!”
Alec shut the notebook and reached into his bag. He
pulled out the mysterious book from before and flipped
through the pages like it was animating a cartoon.
“Ah!” Alec spouted. “I actually found it with ease this
time.”
The teacher made his way over to the cottage door, as
Stevin and Wallaby closely followed.
“Um, Mr. Azam,” uttered Wallaby. “Why are we going
back toward the door where a million things want to kill us?”

notebook, of course.”
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“Because, Mr. Jones, you should never conjure where
you carve!”
Alec snapped his fingers and pushed the door open.
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CHAPTER 5

Hair of the Catalyst

Few people think very carefully before they decide to sit

workshop from before clearly belonged to a witch, and every

on a chair. This is usually because most people don’t suspect

witch keeps a cauldron near their place of work. I can use this

their furniture to come alive with murderous intent.

cauldron to make exactly what we need!”

Unfortunately for Wallaby, he couldn’t stop expecting the
chair in front of him to spring into deadly action. Granted, the

“So, we’re going to locate Mary with a spell?” Stevin
guessed.

four-pronged, wooden seat before him did not have any sort

Alec chuckled. “If I could do that, Mr. Parker, we would

of indication that would make it seem dangerous, but from

never have left San Francisco. No, we’re going to locate the

that point forward, Wallaby had chosen to no longer trust any

owner of that purple hair.”

piece of furniture ever again, no matter how badly his own
legs ached.
Alec, Stevin, and Wallaby had been on their feet for
nearly four hours before any of them had started eyeing one of

Wallaby had ignored the entirety of Alec and Stevin’s
rambling. In his mind, magic was still a concept that was both
impossible and bizarre at the same time—a blatant
contradiction, but one that Wallaby ascribed to, nonetheless.

the chairs in the corner of the now empty cottage. The

“You could be helping us, Wall,” Stevin’s voice echoed

workshop that was once filled with brooms, pots, furniture,

from across the room, just as Wallaby was about to plant his

wood carvings, and of course, knives, changed completely

bottom on the wooden chair.

when the trio re-entered the cottage hours earlier. Nothing
from the previous room remained, save for a few chairs that

“I think you’ve got the whole magic thing covered,” he
replied with a held-back snicker.

might have been there earlier. Sitting in the center of the

After deciding that the floor would be safer, Wallaby

room was a lone cauldron, which instantly became the object

stretched his legs in front of him as he slowly slid down the

of both Alec and Stevin’s fixation.

wall and onto the cold, damp ground.

When they had entered the cottage earlier, Alec revealed

“Wake me up when you two figure out whatever it is that

his strange plan. “I can conjure a location spell, and we’re in

you’re supposed to be—uh—figuring out,” he grumbled with a

the perfect place for such an experiment,” Alec had said. “The

yawn.
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The room in front of Wallaby quickly turned dark as his

“Location spells require three basic things: the hair of a

eyelids started to close. It was only a few moments later that

catalyst, a belonging of the one you’re searching for, and

he realized there was a presence standing directly in front of

milk.”

him.

“We don’t even have milk,” griped Stevin as he wiped
“You would make a great magician,” snapped Alec, who

was literally snapping his fingers as he spoke.
Wallaby opened his eyes just as a the *snapping* sound
made him jump awake. He curved his eyebrows as Alec
turned to walk away.

several drops of sweat from his face.
“A catalyst?” Wallaby scratched his head. “What does
that have to do with hair?”
“Not sure!” said Alec with a surprising amount of
enthusiasm. “I’ve checked page after page of my textbook, but

“What do you mean?”

not a thing mentions catalysts. Fortunately, we have the

Alec continued walking away as he answered, “The best

purple hair as the belonging of the one you’re searching for.”

magicians are impatient, is all.”

Wallaby crossed his arms. “Well, in chemistry, a catalyst

He didn’t know why, but the remark prompted Wallaby

is anything that increases the rate of a chemical reaction. I

to stand to his feet and scrutinize what Alec and Stevin had

guess in the same way, a catalyst can be a person or situation

been working on. From what he could tell, the cauldron was

that effects significant change.”

just a simple pot of boiling water. Stevin had been busy trying

“English, Wall.”

to keep the fire beneath it hot enough to remain boiling, but

“It’s Wallaby,” he corrected as he pushed his glasses up

Wallaby could tell that they were far from making any real

and stroked his chin. “We just need the hair of someone

progress.

important.”

“Okay, so the water is boiling. What else do we need?”
Wallaby asked as he examined the cauldron.

“Where are we going to find someone important?” Stevin
asked as he wiped more drops of sweat away from his brow.

“Ingredients!” Alec loudly replied as he pointed in the air

“Well, I guess it can’t be helped,” moaned Alec. “Let’s

and paced around the room with a book in his hand.

take a look outside. Just make sure you stay with me and don’t
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get into any trouble. And for goodness sake, do whatever I

knew they’d need it the most by nightfall. As a scout, Stevin

say!”

had used his father’s oracle to scan the sky and use the stars to
“Did Mary?” contested Stevin with a sour look on his

face.

find his way in the woods, but he wouldn’t be able to do this
with a dead battery.
“How do you not know where we are, Mr. Azam? Does

•••

that creepy book tell you anything?” groaned Wallaby as he
dragged his weary feet across the cluttered trail.

Stevin never cared for his time as a boy scout, but this

“If I was a betting man—and I’m not kids; don’t ever

was the first time he had ever appreciated knowing how to

gamble—I’d guess that we are somewhere in Europe. Maybe

navigate the woods. He led the tired, hungry group through a

England?”

forest that had few trails or other signs of civilization. They

“Like you’ve ever been there,” wheezed the nearly

were increasingly becoming concerned over the notion of

collapsed Wallaby.

getting lost, or worse, missing a meal. Wallaby was especially

“Quiet!”

regretting his decision to skip breakfast and just drink tea that

Stevin heard a horse heading toward the group and

morning.
“This trail has to lead somewhere,” Stevin guaranteed
with feigned determination.
He knew that keeping a confident persona would prevent
the gang from panicking, but he wasn’t sure how long he
could keep the farce up. The oracle’s battery had died and was

motioned for everyone to hide. Wallaby was less than
agreeable, but Stevin proved persuasive after a well-timed
pinch on the arm. Several moments later, a carriage passed
them, strangely looking like something out of a history book.
“Why are we hiding?” whispered Wallaby. “They could
help us!”

now charging in Stevin’s hand as he kept it as close to the

“Shush! We don’t know them and they don’t know us.

sunlight as possible. This was one of the earlier models, so it

Plus, have you ever trusted anyone who rides a carriage in the

took far longer for its solar panel to fully charge, and Stevin

woods?”
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Alec and Wallaby didn’t understand Stevin’s question, so
they remained silent as the carriage distanced itself.
“Let’s go!” beckoned Stevin as he emerged from the
bush. “If we run, we can figure out which way they’re going!”
Stevin had reached his second wind, though Wallaby
wasn’t quite as enthusiastic.

Wallaby hated being wrong, but at that moment, he was
more concerned about the group’s seemingly hopeless errand.
Stevin, on the other hand, proved more positive.
“Let’s go find ourselves a catalyst!”
“We don’t even know what we’re looking for!” shouted
Wallaby as he jogged behind Stevin and Alec, who were

“How do we know they’re not headed for a town that’s
days away?” warned Wallaby. “This seems risky, Parker.”
Alec started following Stevin, who was now sprinting
down the trail.

already rushing to the castle.
“Well they’re bound to have cows, right?” remarked
Stevin from across the hill they were now sliding down. “At
least we know there’s milk!”

“Let’s just risk it, Mr. Jones! Adventure awaits the
opportunists!”

Stevin was immediately stopped as three arrows pierced
the ground he nearly ran over. He fell back as the arrows

Wallaby let out a substantial moan as he rose to his feet.

startled him, alerting both Alec and Wallaby that they needed
to tread carefully. Stevin looked up to find his assailant, who

•••

was only 20 yards away with three more arrows stretched
across his bow.

“Is that a castle?”

“Aye! Who dares trespasses into the kingdom of

Before their eyes was a massive fortress that left the

DunBroch?!” howled the armored man in a Scottish accent.

group speechless. All Stevin wanted to do was use his oracle’s

He was on horseback, arrows still pointed precisely at the

scarce battery to examine it.

three trespassers. Alec quickly stepped forward.

“Ha! So we are in Europe,” Alec bragged with a changed
look on his face.

“At ease knight! We mean no harm,” explained Alec as he
calmly approached the knight. “These boys are my—erm—
squires. We’re here to talk to the King.”
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“King?” muttered Stevin and Wallaby at the same
moment.

“What is this sorcery?!” hollered the knight, whose horse
was now frantic and beginning to pace in place.

“What is your business with King Fergus, then?” barked

The knight unsheathed his sword and charged Alec, but

the knight, who had not yet taken Alec’s advice to be at ease.

something bright came over his eyes and caused him fall from

The sharp arrow staring straight at Alec was beginning to

his white horse. Confused, Wallaby glanced at Stevin, who had

make him uncomfortable.

used the oracle to reflect sunlight onto the knight’s face,

“I am a schoolteacher. I simply wish to speak with the
King about a—um—an academic matter.”
“The King sees no visitors, especially funny lookin’ ones
with metal faces and strange hats.”
The knight was gaping at both Wallaby’s glasses and
Stevin’s bowler hat. His accent was more noticeable than his
stench.

blinding him for a quick moment.
Not even a minute later, the knight was tied up with
Alec’s conjured licorice, which he assured would keep the
knight restrained long enough for them to get what they need
and leave before being discovered. They grabbed the knight’s
belongings, deciding to use his clothes as disguises.
“What’s going on Mr. Azam?” Wallaby inquired while

“Turn around and leave our land now, or so help me I’ll

putting on the knight’s shoulder pads. “Who is this guy and

fill you with arrows,” threatened the knight, who started to

how did we end up at the world’s most dangerously serious

stretch the bow even tighter.

renaissance fair?”

Alec sighed. “No convincing you? Hm, what a shame.”

Alec’s face darkened. “I wasn’t sure, but now I am,” he

From Alec’s pocket came his trusty wand, which then

responded while donning the knight’s red cape. “Remember

provoked the knight into letting go of his arrows. Alec calmly

when I told you about how the doors can move through both

flicked his wrist as both Wallaby and Stevin flinched. When

dimensions and time? Well, that first door didn’t just take us

they opened their eyes, they saw nothing but licorice sitting in

to Europe. It took us to the Middle Ages.”

front of Alec, who was smirking.

Stevin and Wallaby gazed at Alec as they wondered why
the idea made so much sense.
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“How do you know for sure?” prodded Wallaby with fake
doubt on his face.
“It makes perfect sense,” Stevin contributed as he
adjusted the knight’s breastplate now protecting his chest.

we don’t know where in 1935 to look. But with that hair, we
can use a door to take us to the exact place where she went.”
“Hold on,” Wallaby interrupted, “Why don’t we just
make a location spell that will take us to Mary?”

“I’m guessing you knew it all along, Mr. Azam. I first noticed

Alec chuckled. “It’s like I told Stevin earlier, Mr. Jones. If

something was up when I scanned the room earlier. None of

I could do that, we would have certainly found her by now.

the fingerprints in the cottage were in the database. And that

The problem is that location spells don’t work on humans.”

castle? It looks old and new at the same time.”
“That means nothing. They could have renovated it!”
argued Wallaby, who became more skeptical as he thought
about the actual possibility that they were traveling in time.
“Nothing the oracle picked up in the cottage was from
our time, Wallaby.”

Though he had nothing to say, Wallaby’s head was still
burdened with questions.
“We don’t have time to wrap our heads around this, boys.
For now, we have to get into that castle and find our catalyst.”
With their disguises now applied, the trio snuck into the
courtyard of the castle, doing their best to avoid the glares of

Stevin looked at Alec.

anymore knights. The sun set as the village began feasting,

“Mr. Azam, do you think Mary is in 1935?”

giving the group ample opportunity to blend in. The courtyard

Alec was silent.

was a marketplace of various tents and crafts, complemented

“You didn’t think about doing a location spell until after

by roaring music and a bustling crowd.

we translated the cipher.” Stevin added.

Unfortunately for Wallaby, blending in meant that he

Alec sighed before he finally responded. “Yes, Mr.

would have to remove his glasses, which made walking

Parker, you devilish detective. I surmised that Mary traveled

through the crowd a battle against blurry images and

to the year 1935, leaving the cipher behind for me to interpret

unintentional collisions. Stevin did his best to divert his friend

in case of an emergency. The only problem, of course, was that

away from accidents, but the curiosity of experiencing a world
from another time slowly captivated his attention. Stevin had
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“AND NOW,” declared a colorfully dressed man on the
platform, “PRESENTING: KING FERGUS, QUEEN ELINOR,
AND THEIR FOUR CHILDREN!”
The crowd went into an uproar as an even larger man
than Wallaby’s new adversary stepped onto the platform
accompanied by a significantly smaller woman.
“PRINCESS MERIDA!”
A red-haired girl stepped forward, followed by what
appeared to be triplet boys.
never seen such life before, and it was evident in the faces of
everyone scurrying about in celebration of an event that was
about to unfold.
“Sorry! You’ll have to excuse my friend! He’s, uh, blind.”
shrugged Stevin at the large man Wallaby had just bumped
into.

“PRINCE HUBERT! PRINCE HAMISH! PRINCE
HARRIS!”
“Harris? Like the tire place?”
“Shush, Wallaby!”
The crowd within their proximity was glaring at Wallaby,
aghast at his inappropriate outburst.

The large man grunted.
Stevin started to lead Wallaby away from the man. “And,
uh, he’s not used to it yet?”
They scurried away and caught up to Alec, who was
staring blankly at the platform north of the courtyard.
“Alec, where are we going to find the—”

“Aye,” commented one of the older, female visitors, “we
are not in a dire place! Show respect to the royal family!”
Alec swerved around Stevin and Wallaby, rushing them
to follow him outside the crowd.
“Come on, boys,” Alec commanded as they approached
one of the guarded doors to the main palace. “We have a
catalyst to find.”
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Two guards stood upright at the entrance to what
appeared to be the doorway to an armory or guardhouse, not
the abode of the royal family.

The guards gawked at Alec, first with confusion in their
eyes, then with anger.
“Who are you?” grunted the first guard.

“Are you sure this is where the king sleeps?” Wallaby

“Oh, no one,” Alec sighed as he sat down with both legs

asked as Alec observed the obstacle between them and the

crossed, head tilted up. “But I suppose that’s how we all feel

palace.

sometimes.”

“Yes, yes, Mr. Jones. This must be Scotland, where kings
are the fiercest warriors!”
Stevin was not amused, but he was beginning to

The second guard approached the ground as well.
“I know right,” agreed the guard, whose eyes had begun
to water. “It’s like King Fergus doesn’t even notice us.”

construct the situation in his head. “So the hair must be red,

“Well, he should!” Alec assured with a patronizing gaze.

like fire. Because fire is a catalyst.”

“I bet the king would recognize us if we caught that bear

“Precisely!” Alec replied cheerfully, stepping forward.
“Now, follow my lead.”
Alec approached the two guards with boldness in every
step, wearing a smile Stevin and Wallaby were beginning to
recognize. After everything he’d seen that day, Stevin was
anxious to watch Alec use magic to topple the guards and save
the day, yet again.
“Gentleman!” Alec proclaimed with unrelenting
confidence. “Thank you for guarding the door. We’ll be on
through now.”
Stevin and Wallaby stood bewildered.

of ‘is.” proposed the first guard with anger still in his face.
“Aye, but no one can catch that Mor’du,” reasoned the
second guard as he arose.
A burst of energy filled the first guard as he squared his
shoulder with his companion.
“You know what we ought to do then, Angus? I say we
form a hunting party of our own and show the king who we is
once and for certain!”
“But Ronald,” fretted Angus, “we don’t know the first
thing about hunting!”
“Aye, let’s ask these—”
Stevin, Wallaby, and Alec were nowhere to be found.
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and this was only because those frequent flashes of second•••

guessing were immediately shut down by one singular
thought: The only thing that matters right now is finding

The royal palace was nothing like Stevin expected from a
castle in the middle ages. It was dark, dusty, and spiders ruled
the stone-slabbed walls. The trio had split up after sneaking in

Mary.
Stevin reached the top of the tower after an exhausting
10 minutes of moving up the twisted staircase.

through the scullery entrance, quietly strolling past the few

Great, nothing.

maids and cooks who stayed behind during the royal

The room he entered was empty, save for armor

procession. Before the trio were two staircases and a ground

scattered about and a ladder that led up to the roof of the

level door, thus motivating the group to divide and conquer.

castle. Stevin made his way to the roof and paced the space

Wallaby and Alec chose to climb the staircases, which left

mindlessly before he heard a loud shout. He ran to the side of

Stevin to explore what he anticipated to be some sort of

the castle and saw Alec and Wallaby tied up and being lugged

throne room. Instead, he found yet another staircase that

into the courtyard. He wanted to shout for them, but he

spiraled straight up toward what he determined to be yet

instead contemplated every possibility for getting out of this

another tower.

dangerous situation.

Great, thought Stevin, I doubt I’ll find anyone’s hair up
there.
Climbing the staircase took time, giving Stevin an

They’re surrounded by dozens of guards, Stevin
thought. I can’t just swoop in and—
Stevin knew what he needed to do.

opportunity to process the reality of where he currently was.

The three guards who had captured Alec and Wallaby

He had been debating himself internally for hours, in between

dropped the trespassers at the feet of King Fergus, who looked

the moments of peril and disbelief that had been scattering

upon them with murderous eyes.

themselves throughout the longest day of Stevin’s life. He had
not doubted the importance of his dangerous mission once,
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“Who dares sneak into the chambers of the royal

Before the villagers was an illuminated wall with a large

family?!” he yelled as he crept down to their level.

shadow beginning to take form. It was the shadow of a bear

“ASSASSINS?!”

with teeth as giant as the stones it covered.

“Mr. Azam,” whispered Wallaby. “Use the magic, er,
everything.”
Alec looked up at the sky and bent his grin.
“Well,” he started slowly, “that won’t be possible, Mr.
Jones! Ha ha-ha!”
“What do you mean it’s not possible? Everything’s
possible for you! You, you psycho!”
“Mr. Jones, watch your tone. Don’t forget we still have
class on Monday.”
“I WANT THEM TAKEN TO THE DUNGEON! AND
EXECUTED!”
“Wait, in that order?” Alec retorted without any fear in
his voice.
“SHUSH, Mr. Azam! Why can’t you save us?”
“He’s the king! If I use magic in front of someone
important like him, I could ruin history. Can’t have that!”
Suddenly, a loud scream alerted everyone to the back of
the courtyard.
“It’s a giant bear!” shrieked a voice from within the
crowd.

A surly look overcame the face of King Fergus as he
quietly growled, “Mor’du.”
“AFTER ‘IM!” King Fergus roared as the guards urgently
obeyed.
A loud panic ensued, with two familiar guards staying
behind to watch the prisoners and protect the royal family.
“Don’t you want to go get that bear?” insisted Wallaby,
who was still squinting from not having his glasses on.
“I ain’t takin’ my eyes off you again,” sneered Angus as
Ronald nodded in agreement.
“That reminds me!” quipped Alec. “Do you boys like
ducks?”
“Eh?”
“Look out!” screamed Merida, who had been quietly
readying her bow.
Ronald and Angus looked behind their shoulders, but it
was too late. A pile of logs crashed down on them, collapsing
the wooden platform.
Minutes earlier, Stevin had to make a choice. He knew he
needed a distraction, so he scanned the ground beneath him
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with the skills of a great detective. Above the platform was a

prompting one of the villagers to see the shadow of Stevin’s

stack of logs that were being used to construct a new

fake bear.

scaffolding for the castle, giving Stevin a fantastic idea. The

Now, Stevin just had to take care of Ronald and Angus.

impact of the logs would give him a chance to knock out the

Those logs are just a gentle touch away from rolling off of the

men guarding his friends, but he also needed a diversion that

scaffolding. Stevin had untied them, making the pile

would allow him the chance to swoop in and stealthily free

completely unstable. With his bow and arrow still in tow,

Alec and Wallaby. He grabbed a bow, arrow, and some string

Stevin knew that such a shot would be impossible for him.

that had been resting peacefully by some of the other weapons

*Swoosh*

near the edge of the roof. He tied the string to a sturdy flag

The first shot completely missed the logs, making Stevin

pole and aimed for the level underneath him. He didn’t need

worried that someone would notice what he was doing from

to be precise, which was a blessing considering archery was

the courtyard that was being evacuated.

his toughest badge to obtain in the scouts.
Stevin used the bow to zip-line safely to the level below
and prepare the logs for an untimely fall. He also recalled

*Thwick*
Stevin’s next shot made contact with the stone just
underneath one of the logs. He only had two arrows left.

from Angus and Ronald that the king was in search of a giant

This is no good. I can’t do this on my own.

bear, giving Stevin the idea to make it seem as if a large bear

Stevin grabbed his oracle and attached it to the bow,

had made its way inside the castle, which would easily enrage

right where his sights were. The device was barely charged,

the king. Stevin rushed to the ground floor, spotting a large,

but it was enough for Stevin to determine the exact shot he

stuffed bear conveniently situated in the hall. He lit a torch

needed to make through the oracle’s glass. Through the

that would reveal the bear’s shadow, but it would take a heavy

oracle, Stevin saw a labeled trajectory that changed direction

sound to get the crowd’s attention. Thinking fast, Stevin snuck

and force as he adjusted his shooting arm. With the perfect

into the crowd gathered in the courtyard and screamed,

shot in place, he let go of the arrow.
*Snap*
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One of the logs at the bottom of the pile was pushed
slightly inward, causing the stack to lose its balance. Merida

just in time, sweeping Merida off of her feet. Stevin arose and
plucked a hair from her head.

heard the snapping sound and looked upon the falling logs

“That’ll do!” grinned Stevin with bold enthusiasm.

just in time to grab her brothers and flee the platform. The

With nothing left to stop them, the three invaders

logs fell upon Ronald and Angus, and the weight of the impact

escaped the castle without as much as a blink of the eye. It

was too much for the flimsy platform to handle. The structure

wasn’t until the next morning that one of the villagers noticed

collapsed, burying the now unconscious guards. Stevin then

he was missing a jug of milk from his cart.

had the opportunity to approach the mess and untie his
friends.
“That could have hit us, Parker!” scolded the ungrateful
Wallaby.
“Sorry, Wall! There was no other way,” Stevin claimed
while using his last arrow to cut the rope. “Don’t worry so
much! The oracle factored how the logs would tumble, so I
knew they wouldn’t fall on top of you.”
“It’s Wallaby, and I don’t believe you.”
The reunited friends used the crowd’s panic to escape the
shattered platform with little notice.
“Hey, stop them!” shouted Merida, who once again
readied her bow.
Stevin acknowledged her and ran toward the infuriated
princess. She released the arrow from the bow, but Stevin slid
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CHAPTER 6

The Collectible

“Are you sure this’ll work?”
Stevin asked the question while Alec cheerfully stirred
the cauldron that was once again replete with boiling water.

Once the cauldron was ready, Alec tossed the ingredients
into the boiling water, brightly announcing each one as he
dropped them in.

“Of course!” Alec announced with his typical enthusiasm.

“First, we have the item belonging to the one we search

“I now have everything I need to cast a location spell and track

for!” he declared while releasing the purple hair into the

down our purple suspect. We have the purple hair, the hair of

cauldron. “Next, we have the hair of the catalyst!”

a catalyst, and of course, milk!”

As the hair of the catalyst sank into the cauldron, the

Exhausted from his near flaying, Wallaby sat in his old

water changed to a luminous, green color and started to boil

spot by the corner of the cottage. His feet ached, and the

uncontrollably. The sound of the colliding bubbles snapping

desire for a hot shower to clean the dirt and sweat from his

and popping seized Wallaby’s attention.

filth-ridden body was making him unbearably miserable .
“But wait,” Wallaby interrupted, “how do we know Stevin
took the right catalyst? He grabbed the hair from the princess,
not the king.”

“And finally! We have the...” Alec paused for a moment.
“LIFE FORCE OF THE MAMMALS!”
Alec poured the milk into the cauldron with both eyes
closed and a smirk stretched across his face. At once, the

At this point, Stevin was too anxious to worry about the

water transformed into a swirling grey cloud and erupted, but

details of their mission. The only thing that occupied his

no debris spewed from it—only fog revealing the image of a

usually busy mind at that moment was finding the owner of

building.

the purple hair.
Stevin grinned. “Oh, come on. It’s the same thing, Wall.”
Unamused, Wallaby rolled his eyes and then tried to shut
them. His curiosity was too potent to let him rest, even with
his body feeling entirely drained.

“What is that place?” Stevin wondered aloud.
Wallaby leaned in for a closer look. “It looks like some
kind of shop.”
“Boys, you clearly need to read the sign.” Alec moved his
finger to point out a sign in the window. “It says Now Open.
What a strange name for a store!”
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“No, there’s another sign above the door,” said Stevin in
a hushed tone. “Ratzen’s Collectibles.”
Wallaby was growing impatient. “Okay, so the purple guy

Regardless, Alec grabbed the smoke with his hands and
stretched it out, making the image seem larger.
Of course, thought Wallaby.

is hanging out at some gift shop. There’s no telling where it

Stevin pointed at the fog. “See there?”

even is. This is pointless!”

In plain view was a newspaper being read by an old man

“We could go back to the present and look up the name
of the store,” offered Stevin. “It may even be in San
Francisco.”
“What kind of detective relies on the Internet?” argued
Wallaby as Alec nodded in agreement.
“It’s beside the point anyway, boys,” Alec finally said as
he walked away from the cauldron. Without turning, Alec
continued, “Take a close look at that street.”
The boys observed the busy street sitting in front of the

sitting on a bench. Zoomed in, they could now read the date
on the paper.
“November 22, 1935.” Stevin repeated this date several
times, as if he was remembering something.
Wallaby turned to Alec as Stevin uttered, “The cipher!”
with both eyes widened.
Without hesitation, Alec reached into his bag and took
out Mary’s notebook. It was the one they had found earlier,
remembering that the cipher was the book’s lone page.

store. It wasn’t long before they realized—thanks to the old

Alec held the cipher to his chest. “Well, we now know

cars bustling down the road—that this store was surely in the

Mary isn’t there by accident. She’s clearly being pursued by

past.

this purple-haired fiend!”
“Great, so we have to travel through time again,”

moaned Wallaby.
“Can this thing zoom in?” Stevin questioned with his
eyes fixated on the corner of the smoky image.

“Can you take us there, Mr. Azam?”
“Ha ha-ha!” Alec laughed as he patted Wallaby on the
back. “On my own, no. I need your help yet again!”
Of course.

“It’s not a screenshot, Parker,” Wallaby condescended.
•••
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It was a question Stevin had been waiting patiently to
We’re coming for you, Mary.

ask. He knew Alec wasn’t very forthcoming, but a still night

Stevin couldn’t sleep as his thoughts kept returning to

like this would be the best time to find answers, Stevin

that same statement, which was almost becoming a plea for

assumed.

her to come back to him. He had begged Alec to take him and

Without rolling over to address him, Alec replied, “That’s

Wallaby to 1935 that night, but the professor refused. An adult

a long story, Mr. Parker. Why don’t you ask me what you

first, Alec demanded that they all get some much-needed

actually want to know.”

sleep. Fortunately, the boys discovered a closet full of linens
that would serve as suitable beds underneath the stars.
As the night dragged on, Stevin’s attempts to feel
comfortable (both mentally and physically) were surrendered
to his anxiety.

It was dark, and Alec’s back was to him, but Stevin could
easily determine that his teacher had said this with a serious
face. The sentence chilled him, while also compelling him to
play along.
“I want to know why Mary never told me about you.”

How can I sleep when we’re so close? he thought, never

The silence lasted a mere ten seconds, but to Stevin, it felt like

mind the fact that they had no idea if Mary was anywhere near

hours. So he pressed, “Why she kept this part of her life

the purple-haired suspect they were trying so hard to find.

secret.”

In his late-night musings, Stevin wondered about his
peculiar professor, Alec Azam. He was getting used to the idea
of Mr. Azam having magical powers, but the mystery behind
the day’s phenomenons both perplexed and terrified Stevin.
Seeking the truth was Stevin’s only comfort when confronted
with mystery.

“She’s a secretive girl. You know that.”
“I don’t. I mean, I didn’t. I thought we told each other
everything.”
“Then I’m sure she was just trying to protect you, Stevin.
Magic is a dangerous path.”
“You’re talking about the bald man, right? Randall?”

“Mr. Azam,” Stevin whispered once he realized that the
professor was also awake. “Who taught you magic?”
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Until that moment, the tone of Alec’s voice was even.
Confident. But at the mere mention of Randall’s name, Alec’s
demeanor immediately shifted to fear.
“Yes. Yes, his name is Randall.”
Stevin raised his voice to talk over Wallaby’s snoring.
“What’s the deal with you two? Aren’t we on the same side?”
“Randall’s job is to hide magic from humans, so no. If he
finds out that I’ve traveled through time with you and Mr.
Jones, then…”

for resting was over, however, and their mission was about to
get underway.
“I don’t know, Mr. Azam,” Wallaby complained listlessly,
“this all seems pretty random.”
“Define random, Mr. Jones.”
“You want me to knock in a creative way? How does that
take us to the exact date we need to go to?”
Alec, Stevin, and Wallaby found themselves standing in
front of the cottage door, perfectly mirroring the events in the

“What?”

warehouse just a day earlier.

Stevin’s real question was, How much danger are we
really in?

“It’s magic, Mr. Jones! You can’t put it in a box! Well,
alright, sometimes you can if you have a top hat that can open

“Best not to think about these things. Tomorrow has

and close dimensions—”

enough trouble on its own.” Alec said this with coolness and

“All right, all right, I get it!”

became silent.

Wallaby grumpily approached the cottage door, yawning

We’re coming for you, Mary.
For the first time in days, Stevin drifted off into sleep.

as he leaned his knuckles against the wood.
Knock knock knock knock knock.
“No, Mr. Jones. You can’t just knock. Put some rhythm

•••

into it! It’s very simple,” Alec went on, “Just do it like last
time, only completely different.”

The boys awoke the next morning feeling refreshed and
renewed, notwithstanding their sleeping conditions. The time

Getting real tired of his nonsense, Wallaby told himself.
Knock-knock knock knock-knock knock knock.
“Perfect! ALEC AZAM!”
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With a flick of his wrist, the boys knew it was time to
walk through the door and see what awaited them in 1935.
Wallaby swallowed and nearly stumbled as he put his hand on
the door. He walked through the door and into the middle of a
busy road.
“LOOK OUT, MOOK!”

“Mr. Azam!” screamed Stevin. “You just trapped
someone in the middle ages!”
Alec looked over at the door he had just closed. It was
now normal again and had fallen on its side.
“Oh dear. Well, I suppose we can always look for him
later.”

The shout came from Wallaby’s side, as a car flew toward

Frustrated, Wallaby and Stevin paced behind the

him. He managed to jump away right on time, just as Stevin

energized professor as he scanned the stores around them in

came out of the door standing in the center of the road with a

search of Ratzen’s. From the smell of the bakery down the

confused look.

street that was passing out fresh bread and sausage, Stevin

“Hey Wall, why did you just—”

deduced that they had time traveled to the same hour of the

Another car was flying toward the door, but it swerved

morning they had left the middle ages from. Wallaby, on the

just in time for Stevin to gain his composure.
“Alec, look out!” Stevin warned as he held on to his hat
that was falling off his head.
In an instant, Alec peeked around the door to see what
was coming. A man on a bicycle was speeding toward him,
unaware that he was on a collision course. Alec responded to

other hand, was paying closer attention to the clothing worn
by the citizens walking through the city streets.
“Well, it looks like 1935. Stevin, what city do you think
we’re in? San Francisco?”
“I don’t think so, Walliver. I mean it could be, but it just
doesn’t seem hilly enough.”

his negligence by stepping through and turning the door to

“Really? Walliver?”

face the cyclist, who rode through the door nonchalantly.

“I was inspired by that kid over there who looks like

“That was a close one! Ha ha-ha!”
Alec shut the door and skipped toward the sidewalk.

Oliver Twist.”
Alec walked toward the boy, who was on roller skates
and selling newspapers. “Hey kid, give me one of them papes.”
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Wallaby rolled his eyes at Alec’s attempt to fit in. I doubt
anyone actually says papes, he thought.
“Certainly sir, that’ll be a nickel.”
“Oh blazes, I don’t have that kind of change,” snapped
Alec.

“Yes, yes, Mr. Jones. Your knock was sufficient.”
“Perfect.” Stevin turned and approached a man walking
down the street.
“Excuse me, sir. Do you know where we can find Ratzen’s
Collectibles?”

“No nickel, no papes.”
Wallaby was shocked.

•••

“Fine, here’s a twenty. Now beat it.”
The boy snatched the bill and stared at it endlessly.

“I hear the Maestro is coming in today.”

“Nice kid,” Alec said as the boy ran off, waving his hands

Willem removed the toothpick from his mouth before

in the air. “Alright, it says here that today is November 22—”
Alec paused. Stevin and Wallaby panicked at his silence.
“What? Did Walliver get the date wrong?”
“It’s Wallaby!”
“You boys aren’t going to believe this,”Alec uttered with
his face white from shock.
“What?” they both chimed.

coldly replying to Florence’s comment.
“You hear too much.” His voice was even deeper than the
echo it reverberated.
“Come on, you’re going to go crazy if you don’t try to get
promoted soon. Getting the attention of the Maestro could put
you on Project Superlative if you play your cards right.”
Willem had grown accustomed to Florence’s way of

“The Amazing Presto is in town!”

talking. It was a mix of flirtation and unrequited expectations.

The boys scowled at Alec and kept walking.

She couldn’t help but bend her mouth into a smile, no matter

“He’s the best magician there ever was!” Alec said

what words were coming out. He considered it to be creepy,

gleefully as he caught up to them. “We have to catch one of his

but it didn’t hurt her job performance. Yet.

shows!”
“Focus, Mr. Azam. Does it say we’re in 1935?”
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“I know what’ll cheer you up!” Florence cried as she
clapped her hands far too close to Willem’s sullen face. “Our
new recruit is starting today! She’ll love us!”
“Haven’t met her,” Willem responded dismissively as he
walked toward the door leading back inside the building.
Florence noted his perfect posture.
They flashed their ID cards to the numerous security
personnel guarding each door. For obvious reasons, Willem
hated walking down the long hallway with Florence, but she
“That project’s going nowhere, fast.” Willem flicked the

had once again arrived to work at the same time as him.

toothpick from his fingers. “Speaking of, how have the therapy

She’s gotta be following me, Willem imagined.

lessons been going?”

Walking down the hallway of the Hexagon always

“They say I got this thing called schizophrenia,” Florence

thrilled Florence. Since joining the agency, she had grown

replied as she leaned back against the wall. “But it’s totally

fond of strutting down the halls with a surprising smile that

treatable. I’m not technically crazy.”

made everyone around her uncomfortable. To her, the people

Of course, Florence could tell that Willem didn’t believe
her, but she didn’t care. If she wanted to hide her personality,
she would have refrained from using air quotes to emphasize
the word technically. She had adored the man for years, and

of the agency respected and admired her. She was too caught
up in herself to notice the annoyed faces of her colleagues.
They finally reached the end of the hallway, where a tall
man in a similarly black suit greeted them by the elevator.

she knew he respected the colleagues who showed their true

“Agent Willem.”

selves to him. Even if he wouldn’t admit it.

“Agent Syracuse.”
“Hey, Agent ‘Cuse!” Florence said cheerfully as she
waved from behind Willem’s back.
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“Agent...Florence.” Syracuse sighed. “Your new recruit is

Part of Stevin knew that the man inside may not have

already here and prepared for the debrief. This is Agent

been Mary’s captor, or even her pursuer, but he was still

Peaches.”

determined to place the blame for his friend’s disappearance

Syracuse stepped aside as the new agent reluctantly
approached Willem and Florence. Her face was as blank as
her black tie, and her glasses concealed her abnormally tiny
eyes.

on someone. Wallaby was approaching the situation more
rationally.
“Hey Parker, do you really think this guy will know what
happened to Mary?” Wallaby knew that Stevin’s expression of

“Agent Willem,” Peaches said with a salute.

fear usually came across as a visible anxiety. Stevin’s entire

Willem barely acknowledged her.

body was trembling and twitching as the two boys stood

“We don’t salute, Agent Peaches. Get on the elevator.”

outside the door to Ratzen’s Collectibles.

The doors ringed open as Willem delivered his crushing

“Please,” Stevin responded, “this guy is hiding in the past

remark. It wasn’t the first time he had been harsh with a

for a reason. Whoever he is, we’re going to make him lead us

recruit, but Florence was still surprised by his rudeness.

to her.”

Willem walked into the elevator with Syracuse as
Peaches leaned in to whisper in Florence’s ear.

Wallaby reflected on the few occasions in which Stevin
was afraid. He had forgotten what it was like to see his friend

“Geez, is he is always this stiff?” Peaches asked her.

in such a state, but he knew why Stevin was hesitating.

Surprised, Florence chuckled at Peaches’ openness.

Whether or not they would find Mary hinged on the next few

“Oh, we’re going to get along famously. Welcome to

minutes.

Metroville, by the way.”

Clutching his fists, Stevin approached the door, but
Wallaby grabbed his shoulder as his feet moved.
•••

“Wait, Stevin,” Wallaby said with a concerned look. “We
both want to find her, but we can’t be stupid about this. Just

Inside this building is the man who took Mary.

play dumb and we’ll get him to talk.”
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After letting go of a breath, Stevin loosened his fists.
“Right.”
It was a strange, almost fleeting thought, but Stevin was
happy to have Wallaby at his side.
Alec ruined the moment. “What are you lazy rug rats

“What was that?!” he yelled while turning his head in
every direction he could think of.
“Uh, no one. Your conscience.”
Wallaby couldn’t figure out where the mysterious voice
was coming from.

doing? Let’s move!” he exclaimed, pushing through the boys

“You hear that, right Stevin?”

and swiftly opening the door to Ratzen’s Collectibles.

His preoccupied friend was still examining the desk,

The trio walked inside the tiny department store full of

searching for signs of someone who may have come into the

antiques, knick-knacks, and stuffed animals. The building had

store and purchased something (maybe a hairbrush for his

no other people inside.

purple hair). Alec had been wandering around the back of the

“What a weird place,” Wallaby murmured while glancing
at a curved mirror that altered his body shape. He had been in
several antique shops, but none that looked so new.
While Alec inspected the stuffed animals, Stevin
approached the clerk’s desk with a sign marked Back in 5
minutes.
“Lucky for us, this guy didn’t bother to lock the door.
What a—”
“Mook?” laughed Wallaby as he leaned against a shelf he
thought was a wall.”
“Ow!” screamed the shelf.
The scream made Wallaby stumble backward in terror.

store, where a book inside of a display case had demanded his
full attention.
“All right conscience,” Wallaby said with feigned
courage, “What am I thinking right now?”
“Oh heavens. That you should have paid closer attention
to what you decided to wear this morning?”
“Aha!”
Wallaby turned to where the voice was coming from, but
all he saw was a shelf with toys lined up in front of him. He
scratched his head and thought of another trick.
“Well, if you’re really my conscience, then you know my
favorite game is...Marco?”
“Polo!”
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Wallaby turned to see the voice was definitely coming
from the shelf. He reached his hands toward the purple

Stevin stopped in his tracks as he spotted the purple,
round creature that was moving its mouth.

stuffed animal sitting in the center and grabbed it, looking

“What in the world are you?”

behind it to see what might be hiding on the other side. He

Alec turned to see the creature and was instantly

saw nothing.
*chuckle*

alarmed. “You!” he said, stroking his chin. “Get away from
him boys. That creature is from The Other World.”

“Huh?”
Wallaby heard laughing, but he as soon as he lifted his

“Creature? I’m a collectible, mate. Now, if you don’t
mind, would you refrain from letting anyone know I’m here?”

head, it stopped. He once again looked at the shelf.

Mesmerized, Stevin and Wallaby gawked at the purple

*chuckle*

“collectible” that was stretching its limbs after sitting for so

The laughter was louder this time.

long.

“Alright, where in the world are—”
Immediately, the purple ball of fluff Wallaby was holding
came alive in his hands and flew away from him, laughing
hysterically.
“That tickles, mate!” the creature laughed while flapping
its small wings in the air.
Wallaby fell to the ground as he watched on in fear.

“The Other World?” Stevin asked Alec without taking his
eyes off the strange creature.
“Oh, you don’t want to know,” Mr. Sumner stated with
an eloquent accent that Stevin recognized as some sort of
British. “Now, get out of here! The clerk will be back any
minute, and I’m not about to let my cover be blown.”
Stevin paused for a moment, then rushed toward Mr.

“What—what—what are you?” he stuttered.

Sumner. Without warning, he grabbed Mr. Sumner with both

The creature rested itself on a nearby bookshelf. “Name’s

hands and wouldn’t let go.

Mr. Sumner. And yes, the accent is authentic.”
“Wall, what in the world are you yammering about—”

“You have purple hair!”
“Yeah,” Mr. Sumner said without breath, “but it’ll turn
even more purple if you don’t stop choking me…”
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With a scowl, Stevin let him go as Wallaby walked
forward.
“I’m Wallaby and this is Stevin and Alec. You were
recently in the year 2014,” Wallaby pointed out calmly. “And
then you came here.”
“I was recently in 2014? You need to check your

can’t return to the present. Or is it the past? The past of the
present? Stevin could feel a headache coming on as he
struggled to work through their situation.
Walking forward, The peculiar professor addressed odd
creature with both arms behind his back. “Hey Sumner,
what’s the lifespan of a despicable monster like you?”

sentence-structure, mate. And a calendar while you’re at it,”

Monster? Stevin and Wallaby both wondered.

Mr. Sumner replied as he flew away from Stevin’s immediate

Mr. Sumner looked upward and scratched the hair

area.

underneath his chin as he answered. “It’s Mr. Sumner to you,
“No, you were in 2014!”

“Hmm, nope. I’m from this time. You know, since traveling in
time is bonkers.”
“Well, that’s when we’re from, and we’ve tracked you
down from that time.” Stevin argued impatiently.

fellow. About 400 years. I know, I know, it’s because my
family is prone to illness.”
“Sorry, boys,” Alec said as he turned back to Stevin and
Wallaby. “The chances of us finding Mr. Sumner at the right
time is next to impossible.

Mr. Sumner laughed. “Oh, I’ve found some crazy ones.

Wallaby sat down and thought for a moment. “Wait!” he

OK, I’ll humor you. Boys, don’t you think, then, that you

shouted as he stood up. “All we have to do is travel back to the

tracked me down to the time where I really came from?”

present day right before Mary goes missing! It’s so simple!”

“He’s right,” Alec said from the background. “My
location spell may have only shown us where one version of
Mr. Sumner is.”
Stevin took a second to collect his thoughts. If that’s the

“Not quite, Mr. Jones,” Alec said somberly. “Remember
that man I told you about? Randall?”
“Yeah, he’s the bald guy with the creepy glasses,”
Wallaby replied, feeling proud of his good memory.

case, then why did Mary’s cipher lead us to 1935?
Unless...unless she knew about Randall. She must know we
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“Right, well if we go back to that time, even before Mary
went missing, he’ll be able to detect us. He’s surely hunting us

•••

right now for using magic.”
“Why can’t he find us here in 1935?” Stevin asked.
“He can detect when two versions of the same person are

“Agent Peaches, why aren’t you wearing your Hexagonissued glasses?”

existing in time. They call it a ‘space-time anomaly.’ In 1935,
none of us were born, so we’re completely invisible to him.”
Stevin grunted and ran his fingers through his sweaty

Willem had just noticed that Peaches was wearing what
appeared to be a simple pair of reading glasses. He hadn’t
looked at her long enough to realize it.

hair. Every time they seemed to open a door that would lead

“Sorry, I need these to see!” she replied confidently,

them to Mary, something crazy and unexplainable always

which surprised Willem. “Plus, the whole ‘wearing sunglasses

closed the door on them. It was only then that he realized Mr.

indoors’ thing makes me feel like a spooky government agent,

Sumner was gone.

so...”

“Wallaby!” Stevin yelled as he motioned toward the door.

Florence was laughing hysterically to herself. “No but

Mr. Sumner had just flown out of it, leading Stevin and

seriously,” she chuckled, “we’re going to be the best of

Wallaby to spring into action.

friends.”

Stupid, purple friend-stealer!
Quickly, Stevin rushed out through the door to catch him

•••

with Wallaby not far behind.
“Go get him, Mr. Parker,” Alec chuckled mischievously as
he stayed behind in the department store.

It had been a long time since Mr. Sumner had flown this
quickly and without fear of anyone seeing him. He knew it

Alec walked to the back of the store and put his eyes on a

wouldn’t be long before his small wings would give out, so he

book that was resting alone on display. It had storm clouds

carefully maneuvered himself through the bustling streets,

gracing the cover.

aiming for narrow spaces that would trip up his pursuers. He
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darted from person to person, surprising them into dropping

In an instant, Stevin pushed him off the bike and pedaled

newspapers, cups of coffee, and anything else Mr. Sumner

furiously toward the escaping bus before the newsy even knew

suspected would get in Stevin and Wallaby’s way.

what had happened.

But the boys were persistent. Stevin jumped over a
puddle of coffee and slid over a bench to avoid a man

“Hey, that’s my bike! I JUST bought that!” he cried as
Stevin turned the corner.

dropping his books. Wallaby bumped into a woman’s
birdcage, causing it to fall into his hands (the bird inside was
not pleased with its captor, so it pecked its beak at every inch
of Wallaby’s skin it could find).
Eventually, Sumner reached the intersection where a bus
had stopped. He smiled impishly as he flew through the doors
only a second before they closed. The bus started to move just
as Stevin got there, but he was far from giving up his only lead
to Mary.
It won’t be that easy, guy.

Moments later, Stevin was behind the bus and gaining

Stevin looked for something he could use to continue the

on it. Mr. Sumner had managed to sneak past the driver

pursuit and spotted the newsy from earlier on his newly

without paying, and no one seemed to notice his presence

bought bicycle.

save for a bewildered old lady. Before getting comfortable,

“Hey kid!” Stevin screamed to get his attention. “Is that a
Union protest?”
“What?! Where?” the boy asked as he leaned off of his
bike.

however, Mr. Sumner spotted the troublesome boy who was
still after him.
Meanwhile, Wallaby was still at the intersection,
breathless and covered with red marks from the pecking bird.
Aw, dang it! How can I catch up NOW?
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With both hands on his hips, Wallaby scanned the road

The sudden stop startled Stevin, who put on the brakes. The

in search of some form of transportation. He noticed that the

stop was too quick, however, and Stevin lost control as he

newsy from before had put on a pair of roller skates and was

collided with a pair of garbage cans. Mr. Sumner exited the

now tying a string to a taxi.

bus and laughed as he flew past Stevin. He was almost home

That’ll do.

free until another car swerved across the street in front of

Wallaby fearlessly jumped on the boy’s shoulders as the

him, swinging two boys toward him.

car drove off, pulling both of them forward. The newsy was
stunned as Wallaby grabbed onto his back and forced him to
carry his weight as the boys started to swerve through the
traffic, barely missing the cars they passed.
Further down the road, Stevin was determined to
capture the purple creature.
“I’m coming for you, monster!” Stevin shouted as he
sped to the side of the bus. He was glaring at Mr. Sumner,
who knew the bus would stop eventually.
Not today, humans.

It’s that blonde oaf, he remembered as the two boys
crashed into him, breaking the string.
A few seconds later, Mr. Sumner came to. He could see
(and feel) Wallaby crushing him and Stevin standing over the
collision.
“You’re coming with us,” Stevin demanded as he grabbed
Mr. Sumner and helped Wallaby up with his other hand.
The newsy awoke minutes later with a striking headache.
His spirits were lifted, however, upon noticing that his bike
lay at his feet.

Mr. Sumner flew to the old lady sitting alone on the bus
and cleared his throat.

•••

“GAHHHH!” Mr. Sumner screamed at her.
Frightened, the old lady let out a bloodcurdling shriek as
she grabbed a cord and pulled it down with all of her might,
alerting the bus driver to stop.
“Thanks, love!”

“Well, you know, maybe I can help,” said Mr. Sumner
unexpectedly.
Stevin, Wallaby, and Mr. Sumner had returned to
Ratzen’s and found Alec fixated on a book with the owner still
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nowhere to be found. Their return had also prompted an

They put me in a cage and started running experiments on

apology from Mr. Sumner.

me, claiming they were trying to figure out what I was. I tried

“What can you do?” Wallaby condescended.

endlessly to tell them that I’m just an average, everyday

“Truthfully, not much. I was exiled to the human world

monster, but that only made them write even more things

years ago for being too interested in it. My curiosity got the

down on those dreaded notepads. Oh, the notepads! Anyway,

better of me...Problem now is that everything in this world

they kept trying to get me to talk about my home and how I

scares the daylights out of me! I’ve been hiding ever since.”

could get back there. I told them that I have no idea, but they

Bewildered, the group just stared at Sumner, waiting for
him to continue.

didn’t really care. Next thing I knew, they were strapping me
to a machine and telling me to start talking. I did, even though

“Okay, so how can you help?” Stevin finally asked.

there didn’t seem to be anyone listening. But then I heard a

“Oh, right! Well, if the ‘future me’ is the one you need to

voice! It was me, but not me. You know what I mean? I heard

talk to, there’s a way you can get ahold of him.”

them murmuring something about portals and connections or

Mr. Sumner flew toward the window to make sure no

some other nonsense. Eventually, I overheard them saying

one was coming. The gang had pretty much decided that ol’

they had opened up some kind of portal to another time,

Ratzen was taking a long lunch break.

connecting me to my future self, but I don’t think that’s what

“Here’s the deal,” Mr. Sumner continued. “When I was

they wanted me to do. In the end, I managed to escape while

first sent to this place, I tried to fit in the best I could. Problem

they were having their Christmas party thanks to some air

was, the humans didn’t seem to like me much. I was scared of

vents and my outstanding ability to squeeze through tight

them—and they were, um, scared of me. It wasn’t long before

spaces.”

I was snatched up by some creepy humans dressed in nice
clothes who told me they’d let me try coffee for the first time. I
believed them, naturally, and they took me to this strange
building here in Metroville. But they didn’t give me coffee!

The trio listened to Mr. Sumner’s entire story, awestruck
at his inability to stop talking, even to take a breath.
Stevin arose from his chair. “This facility they were
keeping you in. Do you remember where it was?”
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“Of course, mate! We’re not far. Keep your enemies
closer and all that.”
“That doesn’t make sense in this situation, but okay.
Take us there.”
Alec put his hand on Stevin’s shoulder.
“Hold on, Mr. Parker,” he said. “This is a dangerous
place we’re walking into. I have a feeling we’re dealing with

“Excellent! I can’t wait to go back home. Knowing my
luck, I’ve left the iron on. I’m assuming that since you’re time
travelers, you can also travel through dimensions?”
“Yeah, yeah,” Wallaby moaned while glancing at his
knocking hand. “What is the name of this place, anyway?”
Mr. Sumner shrugged. “I don’t know. Something about
hexagons.”

some shady government workers. This could be the DMV
we’re walking into.”
“I don’t care,” Stevin responded. “You’ll show us the way
around, right, Sumner?”
“It’s Mr. Sumner.”
“Yeah, good luck with that,” snapped Wallaby.
“Look, that place is creepy and full of things I don’t like.
If I’m going to help you out, then you have to help me out.”
“Fine, we’ll get you a coffee.”
“No, not that! Well, not just that. Help me get back home
to the Monster World—what your ill-informed friend calls The
Other World. Do we have a gentlemonster’s deal?”
Stevin met his eyes and reached his hand out reluctantly.
They shook on it.
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CHAPTER 7

The First Super

The room Willem entered was completely white, but not
from any display of light or window. The walls, ceiling, and

where he was at the Hexagon for a handful a reasons, and
patience was one of them.

floor were blanketed in the cool, pure color, save for one space

Florence, on the other hand, was gifted in other areas.

near the center. If it were not for the lone desk placed there,

“AHEM,” she squawked, not hiding her impatience.

Willem would not have been able to determine where the wall

The sound of her insubordination paralyzed Willem’s

met the floor in this bizarre space.

face as he slowly pivoted his head to glare at her.

As he walked into the room, Peaches and Florence

Just as the sound’s sharp echo fizzled out, the desk chair

followed submissively, eyes widened by the strange sight. Not

turned slowly to reveal the Maestro, whose face was covered

even Willem had ever been granted access to this level, though

in an indifferent scowl. He was releasing a yo-yo from his

he and Florence had heard about the Maestro’s odd taste for

palm in perfectly sequential intervals. The toy was merely

office space.

centimeters away from the ground every time. The chair was

So this is why we have to wear these glasses, Willem
thought cooly, as the white sheen of the room pierced his lens.
Agent Syracuse had led the three agents to the Maestro’s

revealed to be high up in the air, and the Maestro’s feet didn’t
even touch the ground.
This is the Maestro?

office. The tall, dark agent remained by the door as Willem

Willem had never met the Maestro in person. Not even

and the rest approached the Maestro, whose back was turned

pictures of the elusive mastermind behind the Hexagon’s

to the oncoming trio. They saw only his black hair around the

most secretive projects seemed to exist. The man before

top edge of the chair he sat in, facing the back corner of the

Willem looked nothing like the authoritative genius he always

wall. Willem reached the desk first, but protocol demanded he

expected the Maestro to be. Instead, he stood before a short,

wait to be addressed by his superior before speaking. Still,

unassuming stick of a man sporting a bowl-cut. Not even his

Willem almost felt awkward as he stood upright in front of the

oily, pressed suit had an ounce of intimidation.

desk, waiting for the Maestro to take notice. But Willem got to

Several moments of silence passed without anyone
saying a word. They just stared at the yo-yo’s motion as it
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nearly touched the ground every time the Maestro released it.

The Maestro got up from his circular chair and revealed

Willem knew the protocol, so he would remain silent. Though

his true height to be even shorter than any of the agents

he was terrified of the next horrible act to be committed by

expected. With his arms crossed behind his back, he began to

Florence.

lead the agents to the far back corner of his office. Peaches

Peaches, on the other hand, seemed completely

barely noticed and almost didn’t follow.

uninterested in the situation. This also troubled Willem, who

“I always hated nicknames,” the Maestro commented as

was using his peripheral vision to notice that she was

he walked. “They reek of insecurity. Tell me, girl with the itchy

preoccupied with inspecting her fingernails, probably

fingers, do you go by your given name?”

expecting them to be dirty, or at least somewhat more
compelling than the long bout of silence she was being
subjected to. If it were not for Agent Syracuse watching
carefully from door, she may have even contemplated an
escape, Willem imagined.
Finally, the Maestro stopped the yo-yo in his palm and
broke the chilling silence.
“Franklin Gary Willem.” He uttered the words while

“Huh?” Peaches looked up. “Oh,” she said as she gawked
at her fingers. “I guess. Why don’t you?”
Willem’s heart sank. These idiots are going to get us
court-martialed.
The Maestro winced his eyes. “I do, too. Hmph. I gave it
to myself!” He quickly stepped up to Peaches and met her
gaze while standing at her waist. “If I don’t like something, I
change it,” he declared with a hint of mischief.

fondling the yo-yo’s base around his thin fingers. His eyes

“Oh.” Peaches turned to the corner as she tried to focus

then moved to meet the agent across from him and smiled.

on something besides the Maestro’s eerie glare. “I think I was

“Or is it Willem?”

named after my dad’s favorite flavor of pie.”

“The Maestro.”
“Mae–,” Florence coughed. “The Maestro.”
“Mm.” Peaches mumbled, still fixated on her fingernails.

“The Maestro, if I may.” Willem grabbed his attention
without altering posture. “We’re to speak with you about–”
“Project Superlative!” the Maestro interrupted with his
finger pointed above. He dashed back to the far side of the
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room. “Come, come. We have urgent need of new agents for

walked. Willem could tell that Florence had never seen this

this assignment.”

type of advanced technology shown off before. It was no

“What happened to the old ones?” Florence asked
innocently.
The Maestro responded as he reached the back wall.
“Unsure! I think they devoured each other.”
“Devoured?” Florence’s face became whiter than the
room.
“Yes, yes. Piranha can be unforgiving beasts.” A small
section of the wall swooshed open as he pushed his hand

mystery. Florence’s disorder always kept her on a short leash
with the Hexagon. If it weren’t for her combat and
interrogation mastery, she would have been booted from the
Hexagon long ago. Thanks to her recent assignments with
Willem, she was now granted clearance to some of the deeper
inner workings of the facility, where the government’s most
groundbreaking machines and secrets rested. Technology that
wouldn’t be known to the public for decades.

against one of the tiles. “Sexy technology, huh? I invented this

But as they walked along the rising platforms, Willem

door when I was researching effective strategies for hiding my

also took note of Peaches’ strange indifference. He recalled

wife.”

from her dossier that her previous assignment was special

This guy is a nutcase, Willem thought privately, without
showing it on his face.

forces, but she had to request maternity leave, inevitably
leading to her reassignment to the Hexagon. The story was so

It took all of the willpower Willem had not to raise his

boring to Willem, that he had nearly forgotten it when briefed

eyebrows at the Maestro’s zany outbursts. He wondered if his

by Syracuse. Peaches just wasn’t that memorable, but Willem

subordinates were thinking the same thing.

still couldn’t shake the feeling that she seemed too at ease

The four of them entered a larger, darker room than the
previous one. In the center sat a lone platform surrounded by
darkness. There was no floor to be seen, but steel columns for
them to walk on elevated themselves slowly as the Maestro

with the situation at hand. It made Willem wonder what kind
of experiences she’d had previously.
“You’re going to really like this. I can just tell,” the
Maestro laughed as they reached the final platform.

guided the group to the center of the room, chuckling as he
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They stood silently on the platform as they waited for
something to happen. Peaches glanced at Willem. Florence
glanced at Peaches. Willem glanced at the Maestro. The
Maestro widened his smile.
And then Florence asked a question that had not yet
occurred to her. “Your first name is Franklin?”
Suddenly, the platform shot up and nearly caused the
agents to lose their balance. It slowed down, thankfully, to
prevent the agents from hitting the ceiling of the floor they
finally reached. Only Willem and the Maestro stood upright

about to tell you is one of the government’s most important,

when the platform reached its destination.

groundbreaking experiments ever. No, that’s not dramatic

This was no elevator. It was clear to Willem that this was

enough.” The Maestro turned to fiercely gaze at his

a special transit reserved for the Maestro. He noted that they

subordinates. “Project Superlative is the most dangerous

were in Level 9, where the top-secret research labs are

innovation in all of human history.”

located.
They’ve been on the roof of the Hexagon the entire time,
he realized.

All three of the agents raised their eyebrows.
“Let me show you around!” the Maestro quipped giddily,
removing his threatening tone.

Until then, agents without clearance assumed that the

The laboratories were mostly filled with animals, strange

higher levels were underground and kept secure. It never

beakers filled with unrecognizable colors, and frantically busy

dawned on Willem that the labs were hidden in plain sight,

scientists scurrying about with lab coats and goggles. Rather

near the top of the Hexagon.

than observe, Willem was more focused on where the Maestro

“Welcome to Level 9,” the Maestro announced as they

was leading his latest band of hapless agents.

made their way through the busy laboratories. “What I’m
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From the corner of his eye, Willem spotted a vault door
near the back of the laboratory. It was red and appeared
impenetrable.
If Project Superlative really is on this floor, then that
must be guarding it, he reasoned.

smile. “We must go back to why we started the Hexagon in the
first place.”
This guy is such a clown, Willem thought quietly.
“One of the key functions of the Hexagon has always
been to defend the world against the unknown. Thanks to our

The project itself had been one of the agency’s most

efforts, the uncivilized and erratic world of sorcery and

closely guarded secrets. It was completely shrouded in

devilish monsters has been nearly eradicated from our planet.

mystery, but Willem and a few other key agents knew for

You’d think we’d be done, no?”

certain that it was the Hexagon’s most critical project, which

None of the agents answered his question, noting it to be

meant this new assignment could be Willem’s ticket to finally

rhetorical. Although Florence did so nonverbally by nodding

getting a real promotion. This, of course, would mean he’d

her head robotically. It was far more noticeable than she

finally be reassigned without any subordinate agents. Soon,

realized.

Florence would have to annoy someone else, he hoped.
“What’s in there?” Florence was pointing at another vault
door across the room. But this one was silver.

The Maestro continued, “No! Nonsense! The world is in
more chaos than ever!” The Maestro clenched his fists. “We
are on the precipice of a world war. Technology is evolving at

“Ah yes,” began the Maestro, “that’s where we keep

an alarming rate, and monsters continue to ravage and invade

the...special surprises. There are some vicious creatures being

our homes through the sorcerous evils of parallel dimensions!

held in there. I don’t recommend you approach it.”

And, we are powerless to stop them!”

It wasn’t long before the agents reached the red, vaulted
door, confirming Willem’s suspicions. Standing in front of it,
the Maestro began yet another long introduction.

Florence robotically nodded once again.
“WRONG!” The Maestro slammed his fist against the
vault door, prompting it to raise itself.

“To understand Project Superlative, we must go back a

As it opened, the agents looked inside to see an

ways.” the Maestro turned to face them and let out a devious

incredibly sophisticated prison cell holding a young girl in
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place. Metal cuffs suspended her in the air, holding her by her

Maestro grabbed a wired remote that let him scan through the

arms and feet. The machine emitted a smokey, blue light,

slides, revealing them as he spoke.

covering the room with its subtle reminder that the girl in
place was completely neutralized. She couldn’t have been any
older than a teenager, though an intricate tattoo blanketed her
left arm. Willem couldn’t make out what the symbols meant,
though they seemed tribal in nature. They reminded him of
the tattoos he’d seen before on various missions overseas.

“We’ve re-engineered these humans from birth to have
abilities outside the realm of human capability.”
Willem noticed that one of the slides revealed the
original codename for the project.
Project Artificial Evolution. I can see why they changed
the title.

The girl had long, red hair, covering her face as she

“It used to a have a cool name!” the Maestro groaned as

looked down. Willem suspected her body was incredibly

he went through the slides. “But apparently, the guys in R&D

exhausted from something. Probably her captivity.

hated calling the prototypes ‘Evos.’ So we settled on Project

The Maestro stepped toward the girl with a proud,
boisterous expression on his face. “This, my esteemed
agents...this is the world’s first Super.”
“Super?” Willem asked as he raised his glasses to get a
better look.
“It’s our codename for Superlative Humans,” the

Superlative. Which I like better, anyway.”
Slide after slide revealed dozens of test subjects and
different prototypes the project had gone through.
Florence had a troubled look on her face as she saw each
one. “How many prototypes did you have to go through before
this one?” she asked as she pointed at the red-haired girl.

Maestro answered. “They’re our key to world dominance! Er–

“Oh, six or seven...”

I mean peace!”

Florence sighed in relief.

Peaches took her eyes off of her own fingernails and
approached the Super. “What’s so special about her?”
The Maestro motioned one of the scientists inside the lab
to turn on a projector by the left-side of the room. The

“...hundred.” the Maestro said under his breath.
“What can this one do?” Willem asked as he stepped
toward the Super. He assumed that the girl was either
sleeping or unconscious.
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Built? He refers to this girl like she’s some kind of
machine, Willem thought.
“So, your name is Sadie.” Willem said as he once again
approached her. “Cute name.”
“Back off, creep. You ain’t my type.” She hissed like a
snake as she spoke.
The Maestro pressed a button that raised a glass
partition between the agents and Sadie. Gas entered her
holding cell and she nodded off.
“I can rip your head off!” the girl yelled, startling
Florence and Peaches and causing them to trip backward.

“Soon, we will have an entire army of Supers like Sadie.
We’ll be able to enforce peace and progress across the entire

Willem stood unmoved.

planet! Imagine a legion of agents with the ability to lift cars

“So, you are awake.” He put his sunglasses back on as the

above their heads or even shoot lasers from their eyes. The

girl stared intently into his eyes, as if to attack him.
“You’re right to be careless, Agent Willem.” the Maestro
said casually. “She’ll never unlock those restraints. Though
she does have great power. We’ve engineered her to have one

world shall enter a new age of utopia. No more wars! No more
monsters! Everyone will live together in equality, enjoying the
perfection of technology!”
“And I’ll be out of a job,” Willem shrugged.

of the most incredible powers we could dream of. Dominion.”
“What’s Dominion?” Peaches and Florence both asked.

•••

The Maestro eyed the girl with pride. “Sadie here was
built to be the apex among all creatures. She can

Sadie couldn’t sleep. The gas had forced her to nap for

communicate with them. Command them. And best of all,

far too long, and her body couldn’t handle the fatigue and

draw power from them.”

stress of the day’s tests. She could feel the lion within her,
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stirring her to break from the restraints. But she was
powerless.
“Day 4,429. My muscles are sore. Similar to Day 2,398,
but aching in a way that reminds me of Day 677.”
She shut her eyes to store the information in a closely
guarded section of her mind.
“My heart is tired. I will probably dream of trees again
tonight. But my body won’t fall asleep until an interval
between 0300 and 0313. Which means my body will only rest
for an interval between 47 and 60 minutes. I’ll demand for
more resting time. But they’ll refuse me.”
Sadie opened her eyes.
“But on Day 4,430, I will make my escape.”
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CHAPTER 8

The Hexagon

The sound made them sick to their stomach as Stevin
and Wallaby stood patiently by the bathroom door in the hotel

“We have a big day tomorrow,” Stevin continued. “Don’t
tell me you’re not even slightly anxious about it.”

lobby. They could hear Mr. Sumner’s retching at full volume,

Still, Wallaby was silent.

as if the door was actually open. And yet the boys leaned

“You know, there’s no reason for you to even go,” Stevin

against the wall, quietly, breaking the repeated silence every

said without looking Wallaby in the eye. “It’s not like you

so often to console their new friend.

could do anything to help, anyway. It’s probably just safer for

Wallaby squirmed. “Are you done firing out of both exits
yet?” he asked with a grim look on his face.
They could hear Mr. Sumner’s shaky response quite
clearly. “It’s only ONE exit mind you. Not that any of you lot
care.” He paused and then continued to vomit.
Gently, Stevin glanced at his weary friend. “Are you OK,
Wall? You seem more…uncomfortable than usual.”
The expression on Wallaby’s face didn’t change. “I’m
fine.”
“Sumner can’t be the only one who’s nervous. Tell me
what’s going on in that head of yours, buddy.”

you to stay put.”
Wallaby cringed. “You really think I came all this way
just to cower in a hotel room? I swear, Stevin. Sometimes, you
can be such a...”
“Such a what, Wall? Will you just grow a spine and tell
me off?”
“A bully. Stevin, you’re a complete bully.”
“Oh, come on, Wall—”
“No, Stevin. Just shut up. It’s Wallaby. And you know it!
You know my name is Wallaby. You know it drives me crazy.
You’re a bully. A jerk. So do me a favor and just leave me

Something about Stevin’s words made Wallaby turn his

alone, OK? I don’t want to talk to you. I’m only with you right

head in disgust. Buddy? Who does he think he is? It’s like he

now because you have that stupid oracle. If I could find Mary

thinks we’re in middle school again.

without you, I would.”

Rather than speak his mind, Wallaby stayed silent,
crossing his arms in an attempt to make himself feel at least
slightly at ease.

The sudden outburst made Stevin look uneasy. Wallaby
could tell that he had been caught off guard.
A few moments passed before he responded.
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“Why, because you love her?”
Maybe it was the exhaustion that drove Wallaby to what
was said next. It may have just been a nerve that he had
suppressed for too long around his old friend. Whatever the
reason, Wallaby was compelled to answer Stevin’s question
with brutal honesty.
“Yes, I love her Stevin. You know I love her. That’s why
you enjoyed becoming her best friend. Just to rub it in my
face.”

Wallaby stormed off, feeling proud of himself for getting
that off of his chest. He barely even noticed Stevin’s muttering
as he walked out of the hotel.
“Ah, Wallaby! Why do you have to be so dramatic?
Wallaby!”
“He’s gone, mate,” said Mr. Sumner, who had just
stepped out of the bathroom. “I could hear the whole thing.
Bloody mess between the two of you, eh?”
“Whatever. Are you feeling better?”

Stevin sighed. “That’s not what happened, Wallaby.”

“Quite! Is Alec back with the hotel keys?”

“Quit fooling yourself. I’m not going to fight over her.”

“Yeah, yeah. He’s already upstairs. Let’s go.”

“Yeah, she’d hate that,” Stevin chuckled. “Look, I don’t
like her the way you like her. You don’t have anything to

•••

worry about.”
His attempt to make light of the conversation didn’t
work on Wallaby.

Sadie could taste the air. It was empty in her mouth; not
like the air that filtered through the encased training area that

“I know you don’t. Or at least you think you don’t. I know

the Maestro had been placing her in lately. She craved that

why you really did it. Actually, I think I’ve always known. You

room and all of the ways the her spirit came alive in that air.

befriended Mary because you always have to be in control. It

The moment her eyes opened in that room after being let out

killed you to think that someone else had power over me.

of her dark, steel cage, Sadie could feel the spark of what

Well, guess what? No one does. Not anymore.”

remained in her heart come alive. Nothing like the air she was
tasting now. Lifeless and dull, but preferable to the noxious
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One of the accompanying agents turned his head to the
Maestro. “Sir, I don’t think morbiose is a word.”
“What? Of course it is!” The Maestro stroked his chin.
“Jefferson!”
“Yes, the Maestro.”
“Call up Merriam and his cousin. I want morbiose added
to the Echelon of Words immediately.”
“Of course.”
“Now, Sadie. We have a special day planned for you! See,
gas she had been subjected to the day before. All because the
Maestro felt like he could cage his pet, she guessed.
Her thoughts couldn’t escape the encounter with the
agent from yesterday. He was unlike any of the other agents
she had emasculated over the years with a simple hiss. Those
agents, though brave on the outside, had fear in their eyes.
But this new guy, she thought. He’s an animal, himself.
Suddenly, the wall opened to reveal the Maestro and two
agents standing in front of a blinding light.
Great, he brought the neanderthals.
“Hello, my darling.”
Sadie hissed in response.
“Oh, don’t be so morbiose, my dear.”

you embarrassed me yesterday when I introduced you to
Willem and his girls. Coincidentally, that’s why I picked him
for this assignment, even though his team is frankly terrible.
There’s just something exhilarating about referring to one of
the teams as Willem’s Girls. Or maybe...Jefferson!”
“Yes, sir.”
“Call the networks. I have a brilliant new idea for the
radio.”
“Networks? I mean, of course.”
The Maestro continued. “You may not believe this, Sadie,
but I truly hate the way we’ve had to treat you lately. It wasn’t
my decision at all, dear. Well, it was. But it wasn’t my
intention for it to be my decision. You understand?”
Sadie growled.
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“You see, sweet Sadie, we want you to have freedom.
Agency, if you will. Keeping you locked up will no longer be

“Fool,” the Maestro said quietly as the wall closed behind
him.

necessary pretty soon.”
As he spoke, the Maestro unlocked his briefcase and

•••

privately viewed the contents inside. “Thanks to your
patience, we’ve managed to develop a physical sample of your
powers.”

Alec couldn’t make a decision. He had purchased four
different outfits at the department store next to the hotel, but

“My powers?”

they were rubbish in his eyes. He knew that the button-down

“Yes!” The Maestro gushed as he held up a small vial to

shirt was his best bet for making a lasting impression, but it

Sadie. It contained a purple liquid with green bubbles swirling

didn’t match the bow-tie that he had been working so hard to

inside it.

cement as a part of his style.

“This vial contains a rough estimation of your powers,”
the Maestro explained. “If someone drinks it, they get a
sample of Dominion. They can’t do everything you can do, of
course, and the effects are limited. But it’s just as powerful!”

If only Molly were here to give her opinion. She always
knows when to ditch the bow-tie.
Molly, of course, was busy with her own affairs in 2014.
And she was also the person who promised Alec that beards

An unexpected look of hope came across Sadie’s face as

were soon to be out-of-style, prompting him to adopt the

the Maestro walked away. She felt awful for showing even a

clean-shaven look. He appreciated her input less as his face

second weakness.

grew scratchy from days of being without a razor.

“So, you don’t need me anymore?”
“Soon, my dear,” he assured her with his back turned.
“You’ll be free in no time.”

The door opened and in walked Stevin with Mr. Sumner
sitting on his shoulders, almost like a stuffed animal.
“You two look ridiculous! Ha ha-ha!”

Sadie’s demeanor changed completely. Her mouth
twisted into a small, but noticeable smirk.
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“It’s actually quite comfortable, I must say!” Mr. Sumner
hopped onto the bed. “What’s all this, then?” he asked, glaring
at the spread of clothing.
“If we’re going to pull off an elaborate heist, then it
stands to reason that we do it in style!”

He handed Stevin a sleek, gray suit that matched his
bowler hat and tie perfectly.
“Where’d you find this? It’s like the suit was actually
made for my hat.”
“You forget that the bowler hat belongs to your

Stevin rolled his eyes. “Alright, well there’s no use

grandfather. You know, the one they call the Great Detective?

waiting for Walliver. He’s pouting somewhere on his own.

At least, that’s what Wallaby said. Or was he talking about

Let’s get started.”

your father?”

Alec looked up and paused. “It’s just as well. This

“Yeah, OK. Well, thanks to the oracle, I managed to save

mission might be a little too dangerous for him, anyway.

the names off of that ledger we stole from the Hexagon’s

Sneaking into the Hexagon’s Annual Conference Ball will take

lobby. As long as we show up before ‘Reese Powers’ and ‘Jack

some poise and precision. Sumner, did you drink all of the

Mather’, we’ll be fine. Security was seriously underwhelming

potion I gave you?”

back in the 30s.”

Mr. Sumner nodded. “Yeah, and it truly cleansed me of
every sinful thing I’ve eaten this week.”
“Good, the vomiting means it made it to your
bloodstream.”

“Ha! Well, this ball is meant to be more open and
freewheeling than some of the parties you’re probably familiar
with. It’s not like the most important people in the world are
bound to be there!”

“Really? That doesn’t make sense.”
“It’s magic, Mr. Parker! Did you leave your imagination

•••

back in the Middle Ages? That potion will prevent the
Hexagon from detecting a monster within their walls. Now,
put this on.”

“Welcome to the 20th annual Hexagon Conference Ball!
Where the most important people in the world are bound to
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“I’m going to take a look around,” Stevin said before Alec
could protest.
“Fine,” Alec thought out loud. “I’ll find ways to keep
myself busy in the meantime.” The peculiar professor turned
his eyes to one agent in particular.
•••
There’s the gap.
be! Sharing some of the most tightly-guarded secrets on
planet Earth!”

Wallaby had been studying the patrols outside the
Hexagon’s gates for hours. He carefully kept track of every

Stevin turned to give Alec a condescending glare as the

single weak point in security. Finally, he made a break

announcer continued. “Seriously, what’s the deal with this

through. Completely dressed in black, he scurried across the

terrible security?” he whispered. “They didn’t even question

open courtyard toward a fence that looked lower to him from

my bringing a stuffed animal inside.”

a distance.

Mr. Sumner was hiding inside of a knapsack on Stevin’s
back.
“In their defense,” mumbled Sumner, “They did…search

Standing in front of the fence, Wallaby knew he had met
his match.
That didn’t look like barbed wire from across the
courtyard, he groaned to himself.

me.”
Looking around, Stevin saw plenty of ways to slip

Regardless, he had come too far to quit. He forced his

through security undetected, even without his oracle. The

entire body onto the fence, immediately regretting the

room was too large for agents to fully monitor, and there were

decision. His raw strength kept him from losing grip, but his

plenty of opportunities for distraction.

lack of poise and precision left him suspended lifelessly in the
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air for several seconds. He wanted to move his hands and
climb, but his body refused to tell him how his muscles could
accomplish such a task.
“Need some help?”
The comment startled Wallaby off of the fence and into a
bush.
“This isn’t what it looks like?” he said with twigs in his
hair.
The woman put her hands on her hips. “It looks like
you’re trying to sneak into the world’s most secretive
government facility.”
“Oh. Well, I am!” Wallaby remembered something about
all of the agents he had been watching all evening. “I actually
lost my badge. Crazy right? And you know, it’s happened quite
a bit. If I go to security about it—”
“They’ll have you fired!” she interrupted.

“Yeah! In, uh, Japan.”
“You have to take me to see one. Now.”
“Oh, well, I can’t! At least, not until I get my badge. I’m…
Kent, by the way. Kent…Sydney.” Wallaby stretched out his
hand.
The woman grabbed it to help him up. “I’m Florence! But
my friends call me Flo.”

“YES! So, I know this place so well, and so many people

•••

know me. I figured it would be, uh, simpler to just sneak back
in.”
The woman looked at him quizzically. “Why are you
wearing all black?” she asked, pointing directly at him.
“Oh. That...Well, I really love ninja movies.”
Her face lit up. “There are ninja movies?!”

Earlier, when Stevin, Alec, and Mr. Sumner entered the
ballroom, they had passed an elevator with no one guarding it.
Stevin recalled seeing a key mechanism on the elevator’s
panel, figuring it to be the best way to go deeper into the
facility.
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“I’m telling you, Stevin,” exhorted Mr. Sumner from his

and the guard kept walking, barely noting Stevin’s existence.

back, “The vents are our best shot for reaching Level 9! Oh,

He disappeared around the next corner before Mr. Sumner

how I hated that dreadful place and those incessant

spoke up.

experiments!”
“Shush!” rebuked Stevin. They had snuck past the guards
at the door to the ballroom and were now wandering the halls,
unsupervised.
One wrong move and we’re busted, Stevin thought,
hoping Sumner also realized this.
He badly wanted to leave the noisy fur-ball behind, but
the need to have Sumner communicate with his future self
was their only lead left for finding Mary. He’d have to put up
with Sumner’s weirdness for just a little longer.
A slight peek around the corner of the hallway revealed a

“You’re flattening me, mate.”
Stevin stepped forward to give Sumner space, and the
pair continued toward the elevator.
“I can’t believe that worked,” whispered Mr. Sumner.
“Did the guard think you worked here or something?”
“My dad always told me that if you pretend like you
belong somewhere and display confidence, then few people
will question you.”
“That’s a horrific habit to get into. But that Wallaby
person was definitely right about that chap—your old man, I
mean. He is a real detective.”

guard headed toward their direction. Stevin hurried his back

The coast was clear, and the elevator was just at the end

against the wall and looked for a hiding place. There was

of the hallway. As they approached, Stevin slipped out his

none. He could hear the guard’s footsteps echoing louder as

oracle to examine the keyhole controlling access to the

they approached. He tried to imagine the kind of horrific

elevator. Unlike normal keyholes, however, it was larger and

torture he’d undergo if he got caught with Mr. Sumner.

shaped like a square. The oracle’s seemingly magical interface

Looking around once more, Stevin resorted to his last option.

revealed it and the door to be incredibly secure. Bobby pins

The guard came around the corner to find Stevin leaning

wouldn’t suffice.

against the wall, nonchalantly—Mr. Sumner crushed behind
his back. Stevin snapped his fingers as a gesture to say hello,
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“That’s a nice magnifying glass you got there, mate! But

The guards entered the elevator and disappeared as the

this is the Hexagon. You can’t magnify your way inside a

doors closed. Stevin turned to Mr. Sumner, who was resting

government facility.”

against the corner of the vent, still recovering from the

“Well, I’m too big for the vents. So we’ll just have to

weight-lifting exercise.

—“”Stevin stopped as he heard more footsteps approaching.

“Sumner! You know your way around these vents, right?”

Thinking quickly, he spotted a vent on the ceiling and

“‘Course, mate. I wandered in these things for a while

motioned Mr. Sumner to fly him up.
“No way! I can’t lift you!”
“You’re gonna have to!”

before I finally found a way out.”
“Can you make it to the elevator shaft, then? You could
open the elevator doors from the other side.”

Mr. Sumner reached the vent and pried it open. For a

Mr. Sumner reluctantly nodded in agreement and was

split second, Stevin thought the fur ball would just abandon

soon on his way. Stevin waited patiently in the cramped vent,

him. But his conscience apparently wouldn’t permit this.

hoping Sumner wouldn’t get too distracted. After some time,

Sumner flew down and heaved Stevin up.

Stevin finally heard a chime and broke himself out of the vent.

“Think thin, mate!” Mr. Sumner cried as he managed to
get Stevin high enough to grab the vent, and the two crawled
inside. They shut the vent door just as the agents passed by.

With a grin on his face, he walked up to the elevator to greet
his purple savior.
He and I might get along OK, after all, Stevin decided.

As the agents chattered about how much longer they had

The doors opened to reveal Sumner being held by a tall,

on their shifts, Stevin took note of the guard’s key. Unlike

dark agent. In the center was a short man with a bowl cut,

normal keys with teeth, this one had a square tip, matching

smiling mischievously.

the lock. The guard simply placed the key within the slot to
prompt the door open.
How did these guys have this kind of technology in

“Boy, that bowler hat is old. Clearly out of fashion. Even
for someone pretending to be from around here. Jefferson!
Apprehend the child.”

1935? Stevin wondered.
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CHAPTER 9

Our Doom

Imagination is a magical thing. It twists and makes

Stevin reluctantly placed his palms on the grass and

shape of the things you want, blending perfectly with the

pushed up his torso. “Again? You’re no good, Mare,” he said

reality you know. And when you let the two things become

as he winced from the sun peeking through the tree.

one, imagination and reality that is, then the results won’t
help but cause a stir.

“I’m getting better!” she responded while skipping down
the hill, impressively.
“Mare,” Stevin tried to say as Mary cartwheeled down the

“Stevin Parker, you are a weird person.”
“Huh? No, Mary, you’re the weird one.”
“Eh, I’m just interesting. You always suggest boring,
weird places for us to go to.”
“It was your idea to lay on this hill!”
“I said we should reclaim a hill in the name of California.

slope of the hill. “Hey, be careful!”
She stopped and turned to face him. “It’s OK, Parker. If I
get hurt, I’ll just tell your mom it was your fault. It’s risky to
care about me!”
Yeah, like you need anyone to take care of you, he
thought.

Not stare at clouds under a tree.”
“Fine, I reclaim this hill.”

•••

“You’re not old enough. Or smart enough.”
“I’m older than you! I’m already 12.”
“Yeah, but I’m cooler. And smarter. And more
interesting.”

Light flashed into the room that Stevin and Mr. Sumner
were pushed into. Expecting a prison cell, the two captives
instead found themselves inside a round, unfamiliar chamber.

“You’re annoying!”

In the center was a metal column, surrounded by several

“Hey!” Mary arose from her spot and let her shadow

levels of benches circled around it. As if the column had an

hover over Stevin. “Wanna see me do magic?”

audience.
Their captor, the short man in the elevator, cackled as he
led them across the room. “I suppose introductions are in
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order,” he announced. “I am the Maestro. But you can just call

Nothing but confusion was present on Stevin’s face.

me, The Maestro. Do you know where you are, Stevin

My grandfather? What’s this freak talking about?

Parker?”
Jefferson, the Maestro’s bodyguard, shoved Stevin and
Mr. Sumner, motioning them to reply.
“Wait,” Stevin trembled, “you know my name? How
could—”
“It’s rude not to answer questions, Stevin Parker,”
snapped the Maestro.
“Yeah, Steve. You should seriously work on that,” Mr.
Sumner added, quietly.
“Hush, you rebellious cretin!” rebuked the Maestro, who
was clearly not amused. “I’ll get to you in a moment, don’t you
worry.”

Stevin was too lost in thought to reply.
After a sudden cough, Mr. Sumner peeked from Stevin’s
shoulder. “If I may, Mr. Maestro—”
“THE Maestro,” Jefferson interrupted.
“Mr. THE Maestro,” Mr. Sumner quickly corrected, “this
young chap was merely helping his dear friend. A person of
the most respectable, memorable quality. A lost soul! A child
in need. Young and innocent Jerry.”
“Mary,” corrected Stevin sternly.
“Mary, Mary. Oh, cherished Mary. So, you see, we were
just looking for a way to—”
The Maestro quickly cut him off. “I know what you were

Stevin took a deep breath. “We’re in the Hexagon.”

up to, you insatiable monster! If you think I’ll let the Alumni

It took all of Stevin’s willpower to keep his composure as

stop what I’ve worked so hard to build here,” he paused to

he said those words, though the Maestro was strangely silent

stare his captives in the eye, “then you don’t know a thing

after he said them. Finally, the Maestro caressed the metal

about the Maestro.”

column and sighed.
“You’re just like your grandfather. Truly, I mean,” the

Stevin shrugged. “Look, uh, the Maestro. All I’m trying to
do is find my friend. I’m not an…alumni? I haven’t even

Maestro laughed, “you actually had the wherewithal to sneak

finished ninth grade. And I definitely don’t care about you or

in here and try to blow my entire operation. Oh, the

your weird…columns.”

resemblance.”
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“WEIRD? I’LL SHOW YOU WEIRD.” The Maestro
glanced at Jefferson and snapped his fingers.
With utmost obedience, Jefferson pulled the lever to his

How many levers does this guy have? Stevin
complained to himself.
The room started to turn like a combination lock. Sadie’s

side without even looking at it. It made a loud creaking sound

column was lowered as the floor itself changed shape before

that filled the room as the metal column in the center began to

Stevin’s eyes.

move. It lowered into the ground, leaving nothing but a glass
encasing. In its place, a new column was lowered, but this one
was just a platform surrounded by the glass. Inside it was a
girl.

“Hold on to something, gents!” the Maestro offered, still
laughing like a madman.
Working on an impulse, Mr. Sumner fled to Stevin’s
shoulders, as he had done at the ball. “Get us out of this,

“This,” the Maestro snickered, “is Sadie. Your doom.”
Try as they might, Stevin and Mr. Sumner were unable to

mate!” he cried.
The floor in front of Stevin was gone, replaced with a

see Sadie’s face. It was tilted down, and her red hair shadowed

barrier that had risen without warning. The floor behind him

what little of her face was visible. But they could both tell she

began to pivot, forcing Stevin to start running along the

was dangerous, nonetheless.

bench, dodging newly formed obstacles as he went. The

“Sadie, my dear! Wake up. We have,” the Maestro
paused and turned to his captives, “guests…”
Suddenly, Sadie’s head tilted upward, revealing her

changing layout of the room was unpredictable and
unforgiving. One wrong move and they would be crushed by
the rising benches. Stevin tried to see where the Maestro had

sharp eyes and beastly scowl. Stevin’s eyes were the first

escaped, though it was hard to see anything over the rising

things she saw. She hated them.

walls. Last he saw, the maniac had walked down something,

“Let me go,” she growled at the Maestro.

close to where the red-haired girl had been lowered.

He laughed maniacally. “Done! Jefferson!”

I need to go down, too, Stevin reasoned.

Jefferson grabbed another lever that was at his side.

Peering over a barrier that was still rising, Stevin
managed to spot a part of the floor that was still within reach.
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With Mr. Sumner still clinging to his back for dear life, Stevin
rushed along the bench and climbed one of the barriers that

The pair continued down a long hallway and finally
arrived at an intersection.

was not quite at the ceiling yet. It was only seconds away from

“Where did you say your office was?” Flo asked politely.

smashing Stevin and Mr. Sumner against the ceiling. But

Wallaby glanced around and feared he would point in the

Stevin made it to the next bench just in time and slid down

wrong direction. He’d be caught if he pointed toward a

toward the level closest to the column. In front of him was

hallway that had no offices. So Wallaby did the only thing his

what appeared to be a steep slide leading to who knows

weak gut would allow him. He pointed up.

where.

“NO way!” Flo shrieked. “You work at Level 9, don’t you?
Gee whiz, no wonder you were too scared to fess up about
•••

losing your badge.”
“Oh, hehe yeah. Level 9 is pretty dang strict…that’s for

Nothing made Wallaby more uncomfortable than having
to go to the bathroom. Or so he thought. It turned out that
having to go to the bathroom while also being escorted by a

sure.”
“Don’t you worry about a thing, Sydney. I actually just
got clearance for Level 9 yesterday. How lucky is that?”

government agent who thinks he’s an agent named Kent

“So lucky!” Wallaby laughed nervously.

Sydney was a far more troublesome ordeal. But despite

It was hard for Wallaby to decide whether or not he’d

Wallaby’s clear discomfort, Agent Flo seemed blissfully

bought some time or just made things worse, so he tried not

unaware of his true identity or uneasiness. Despite all reason,

to dwell on it as Flo led him down the next hallway.

she appeared to trust Wallaby implicitly, to the point where he

She’s either taking me to this Level 9 place or the brig,

felt compelled to confess his lies to her and see if she would

Wallaby guessed. He still couldn’t believe a government agent

still help him with his task.

could be this foolish.

I wonder if she would help me find Mary if I asked
nicely? Wallaby couldn’t help but entertain the thought.

A few minutes later, Flo stopped at a blank wall.
That’s it. She’s crazy, Wallaby decided.
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Flo pressed her hand on the wall and pushed a square

Wallaby stepped off of the floor and nearly fell into what

tile forward. It motioned a secret door to rise, revealing an

he realized was a chasm. Fortunately, a metal platform caught

utterly white room.

his feet just in time. He nearly lost his balance.

Bewildered, Wallaby checked his watch to make sure he
was actually in 1935. It took him a moment to realize his
watch would be no help.
“This is a bit of a shortcut,” Flo’s voice echoed as she
escorted Wallaby through the white room. “Technically, we

“Careful, Sydney! Wait for the platforms to come up
before crossing, you daredevil.”
“Ha, that’s me, alright,” Wallaby said with a sweat. “Just
call me Agent Daredevil.”
“Oh, I want a codename too!” Flo cheered playfully as

shouldn’t even be here! This is one of the Maestro’s offices,

she skipped along the platforms, passing Wallaby. “I’ll be

but it’s the quickest way to Level 9.”

Agent DEBORAH.”

“The who? I mean, yeah, the Maestro.”

Cringing, Wallaby carefully walked along the floating

“YES. He’s so weird and cool.”

platforms. “Yeah, that’s an OK codename. But you know, it’s

Looking around, Wallaby couldn’t figure out why

good to have a name that’s a little cooler.”

someone would actually want to work in an office with such a
blinding white color. His pondering was interrupted by

Flo turned and shot Wallaby a cold, ghastly look. Her
face was covered in hatred.

another wall rising out of nowhere as the pair reached the

“AGENT DEBORAH IS COOLER.”

back wall.

The emotional shift in Flo’s demeanor nearly pushed

“This is my favorite room!” cried Flo as they entered a
dark room with a thin light in the center.
Wallaby couldn’t even see the floor.

Wallaby off of the platform. It seemingly came out of
nowhere.
“Yeah, yeah, yeah Flo. That, uh, is cool! So cool! Yay

“Hey Flo…are you sure we’re in a, uh, building?”

Deborah…” Wallaby stammered as he tried to keep himself

“Of course, Sydney. You must be used to taking the

from falling.

stairs! It’s about time you get around in style!”
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“Good!” Flo smiled. “For a second, I thought I was going

breaking crash was in their future. His worries intensified as

to have to vanquish you to the depths of Level 0! If only it

the speed of the slide continued to increase. Finally, the

existed.”

incline of the slide became vertical, dropping the pair into a

Yup, this girl is crazy. Wallaby concluded.

room. Fortunately, the floor was padded.
“Fine mess you’ve gotten us into, Parker,” Sumner

•••

groaned.
“Me? You’re the one who got us caught!”
They arose from their tumble and tried to figure out
where the slide had taken them. Three of the walls were made
of glass, but the room beyond them was dark. Suddenly, they
heard a noise coming from a speaker in the corner.
“Glad you could make it, gentlemen!” shouted a voice
from the speaker. It was unmistakably the Maestro. “Welcome
to the training room. You came to expose the Hexagon? Well
see firsthand why you’ll never make it out of here ALIVE!”
Lights flashed into the room beyond the glass walls,
revealing it to be above what looked like a stadium. Stevin and

For a brief moment, Stevin enjoyed sliding down the

Mr. Sumner were in some kind of box overlooking the large,

tunnel that was leading him and Mr. Sumner to an apparent

dirt field. They were the audience for what would occur below.

death. It was thrilling. So much so, he could barely pay

In the center of the field was the girl from before. Sadie. She

attention to Mr. Sumner’s moans as they twisted and turned

was shackled to the floor, but something about her had

toward a void. After about ten seconds, however, Stevin

changed. She seemed restless, as if the room itself had

worried over how the slide would end, and if a violent, bone-

invigorated her.
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There’s that girl again! Stevin noticed as he observed the
scene.
He still didn’t understand why the Maestro referred to

my best Cynetics. His name is Honest Roderick. Let’s see
what he’s capable of, everyone!”
Without warning, discs shot from the walls to the side of

her as his doom. Truthfully, he was confused by most of the

the Cynetic, and they were headed straight for him. The

events that had been occurring that night. And it was about to

machine man effortlessly crushed each one with his bare

get worse, he figured.

hands. He caught the last one and let it crumble under his

A loud creak came from the other side of the stadium to
reveal a man encased in steel. He appeared to be half-

fingers in a show of strength.
“A worthy opponent, wouldn’t you say?” the Maestro

machine. The only part of him with skin was his face, but it

continued over the speaker. “I engineered each Cynetic to be

was as empty as the metal that covered him. He didn’t even

just as fast as they are indestructible. And Honest Roderick is

have hair. In a show of strength, he struck the dirt ground

easily one of our finest soldiers. Now, let’s see how young

beneath him and caused the entire room to quake.

Sadie fares against him.”

Mr. Sumner was quick to comment, of course. “We’ve got

Sadie’s shackles suddenly unhooked themselves from her

to get out of here, Stevin! That thing is a true monster! I’ve

wrists. As she stood up and bent her neck, Stevin could hear

seen it defeat some of the largest, strongest creatures from my

the cracking sound from above the training room. A look of

world without even breaking a sweat!”

intense focus covered Sadie’s face as she set her eyes on the

That sparked a thought in Stevin’s head. He glanced
toward the machine man and wondered why he was
positioned across from Sadie.

behemoth before her and prepared to strike.
The Cynetic struck the ground once again, but with
precision this time. The impact forced a piece of earth to rise

Is he about to fight Sadie?

from the ground and into the air, directly in front of him. As

“Introducing one of my most brilliant inventions yet!”

the earth began to fall, he struck it with his palm, reminding

the Maestro announced from the speaker. “Say hello to one of

Stevin of a move done by sumo wrestlers.
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His palm propelled the boulder toward Sadie at a rapid
speed, but she didn’t flinch. Determined, Sadie bent her left
knee and crouched at an angle, easily dodging the Cynetic’s
attack.
Of course, this only angered her opponent. In a fit of
rage, the Cynetic struck the ground even more violently,
creating multiple boulders for him to send toward Sadie.
She dodged each one, contorting her body in
unimaginable ways. For someone who was presumably a
motionless captive, she had an incredible mastery over her
own limbs. And the look on her face didn’t change once
during the bombardment.
Enraged, the Cynetic slammed both of his palms against

With incredible speed, Sadie descended into the vicinity
of the Cynetic and engaged him in hand-to-hand combat.
Almost instantly, her wings had transformed into fists. The

a new plot of the ground, raising a boulder that was twice as

Cynetic lunged at her with decent speed, but she was much

big as any of the ones before it. With all of his might, he slung

faster. Sadie dodged his fists as they hit the ground around

the boulder toward Sadie with no mercy in his eyes. And it

her. Quickly, she climbed one of his arms and kicked his neck

was far too fast and gigantic for her to dodge.

with frightening speed. But the Cynetic was resilient. The

So Sadie embraced it. At once, the boulder appeared to
take her with it in the air, but in a split second, it was clear

blow only angered him further, prompting him to grab Sadie
by the torso as he proceeded to crush her.

that she had grabbed on to the boulder and climbed to its top

“Slippery freak,” he laughed.

as it flew. From the top of the boulder, Sadie launched herself

Sadie smiled at him. “Right on both counts.”

into the air and glided toward the Cynetic. Her arms had

She slid from his grasp, as if her skin was as smooth as a

transformed into wings, as if she were a bird. Feathers and all.

slug’s. Her body took normal form again as she reached the
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ground at the feet of the Cynetic. He reacted by trying to strike

Wallaby was an intruder, and by then he’d have to be long

Sadie once again, but she saw his punch coming a second in

gone.

advance. Sadie jumped back as her legs took the shape of a

“So, Flo.”

frog’s, and she used them to launch herself directly toward the

“Mmhmm,” Flo responded, facing away.

Cynetic’s torso. Her elbow struck him first, and it was

“This Level 9 place,” Wallaby began as he scratched his

reinforced by her entire body. The blow was powerful enough

head. “Well, I guess like you, I only just got clearance. To be

to send the Cynetic through the air and against the wall in a

honest, I’ve only checked the place out once.”

spiral motion. He was clearly incapacitated, and Sadie stood

“Oh, it’s so cool.”

on both feet, victorious.

“Yup, it sure is. But I guess it was dark or something

As the battle concluded, Stevin and Mr. Sumner could
hardly keep their jaws from hitting the floor.

when I was there, um, yesterday. So I’m wondering…”
“Mmhmm.”

“You ever seen something like that?” Stevin asked him.

“I’m wondering, well, what do you do there?”

“No, mate. That girl…that girl is something entirely

Flo paused for a moment. “You know, I haven’t really

different. She really is our doom.”
We need to get out of here. And fast, thought Stevin,
Before she does the same thing to us.

processed it yet. We’re on Project Superlative. I’m on Agent
Willem’s team!”
“Oh, wow! Agent Willem, eh? How’s that?”
“It’s completely the best. He’s so sweet! Not on the

•••

outside, of course, but I just know he loves our little family.”
The indelible, motherly charm coming from Flo almost

The platform was slow and made Wallaby queasy at it

made Wallaby comfortable.

carried him and Flo to Level 9. Still unaware of what Level 9

“So, would you say Project Superlative is—”

even was, Wallaby attempted to probe Flo with more

The platform stopped, and the doors opened to reveal

questions. After all, it wouldn’t be long before she’d know

Level 9. Wallaby suddenly lost interest in what he was about
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to say, focusing his attention instead on the laboratory ahead

Curiosity had replaced Wallaby’s uneasy demeanor. He

of him. It was intricate, but full of space. Tables cluttered with

stepped toward the metal door, holding out his hand several

various experiments and equipment were scattered and

feet before even getting to it.

disorganized, making it difficult for Wallaby to get a sense of
the place. But he was immediately intrigued.
So this is what a real government research lab looks
like? It’s way creepier than the movies, Wallaby thought.
He could tell that experiments bordering on inhumane
had taken place throughout the various rooms. The large

“I wouldn’t do that,” said a voice from behind Wallaby. It
was a man’s voice.
To Wallaby’s horror, it was a tall man in a dark suit. His
jaw was longer than his face.
“Agent Willem!” Flo shrieked. “Shouldn’t you be at the
party?”

cages were evidence enough of that. But it was the door on the

“Never went.” Willem grabbed Wallaby by the lapel and

right side of the lab that caught his attention. It was the metal

dragged him against the wall. “Now, what’s a kid doing in the

door from Alec’s warehouse. The same metallic, bolted door

Hexagon, I wonder?”

from the year 2014.
“Flo!”
“Huh? Oh, did you need help getting to your office?” she
asked.
“Yeah…I do.” Wallaby was baffled. He just had to know
where that door went. It was identical to the door from the
warehouse. There was no mistake.
“I’m just through this door,” he said, still mesmerized by
the door’s presence.

“Oh, uh, yeah…I work here.” Wallaby stuttered, trying to
disguise his fear with a nervous chuckle.
“No,” Willem dismissed, “No, you don’t. I hope you
aren’t too attached to the light of day, kid. You’ve seen far too
much to leave this place anytime soon.”
The thought of spending the rest of his days inside of one
of those cages inspired Wallaby to take action. In an instant,
he knew that the next few seconds would shape the rest of his
life. Unfortunately, Willem had him by the collar, making any
escape attempt pointless.
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“Alec Azam.”
His words stopped Flo in midair. With a flick of his wrist,
Alec sent her toward one of the empty cages and locked her
inside.
Willem wasn’t phased. “I’ve always wanted to see if I was
better than an Alumni.” He then turned to Wallaby. “Stay
here, kid. If you want to survive, that is.”
“I’ll hold him off, Mr. Jones,” Alec said confidently from
across the room. “You know what you need to do.”
“Let him go.” said another voice from across the room. It

Wallaby was speechless. He wanted to make sure Alec

was Alec Azam, the peculiar professor. “Wallaby Jones is my

was OK, but this could be his only chance to go through the

student. I’m responsible for him, you see.”

metal door. Even though he had no idea what was on the

“Wallaby? You said your name was Kent Sydney.” Flo
rebuked with a scowl.

other side, he knew for certain that it was important, and the
order came from Mr. Azam, himself. Wallaby had no choice

“Take care of our other intruder, Flo.” Willem ordered.

but to obey. As he dashed to the door, he could see Alec

“Easily.” Flo’s face changed as she sprang into action. No

engaging Willem, effectively distracting the agent.

longer cheery, she pulled out a pistol and fired it at Alec, who

“GO!” Alec yelled.

remained calm. The bullet missed.

With his eyes shut, Wallaby ran through the metal door

Alec stretched out his wand and spoke cooly. “Alec

and shut it tight behind him, terrified.

Azam.”
Flo’s gun turned into a water pistol. Furious, she rushed
toward Alec and leapt into the air, as if to strike with a
downward kick.
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CHAPTER 10

The Peculiar Professor

The Maestro’s bodyguards led Stevin and Mr. Sumner
through a cold, damp hallway surrounded by steel. This was
clearly a prison, Stevin concluded, which meant the window of
time for their escape was narrowing quickly. Soon, the

pointless, anyway. Magic wasn’t Stevin’s weapon. So what
was?
“Best you do something at some point to somebody,
mate.” Mr. Sumner whispered to Stevin.

Maestro would realize that Stevin was not one of the “Alumni”

He silently agreed. Stevin realized that he still had the

he assumed him to be, and Stevin doubted the madman would

oracle in his back pocket. For some odd reason, the Maestro

just let him and his monster “friend” go. Stevin and Mr.

had only removed his wallet and keys back when he had been

Sumner would be trapped in the Hexagon forever, if Mr.

searched. He must not have realized how useful a magnifying

Sumner’s story was to be believed. Worse, Sumner’s own

glass could be. At least one like the oracle, that is.

escape years earlier meant that the guards would likely
overestimate their ability to escape by increasing the facility’s
security.
But at that moment, only two guards had their eye on
Stevin and Mr. Sumner. The Maestro had retreated earlier to

Maybe these guys actually underestimate us. They
haven’t even put us in handcuffs yet. Stevin realized.
The guards stopped Stevin and Mr. Sumner at an
elevator. This was their last chance. One of the guards
approached the lock with one of the square keys.

oversee Sadie’s battle with the Cynetic, which turned out to be

“Do you trust me, Sumner?” Stevin whispered.

a perfect distraction. If Stevin could outsmart these guards,

“It’s MR. Sumner.”

then he may have had a chance. Stevin looked back on

“Perfect.”

previous times when Alec had managed to make short work of

Stevin kicked Mr. Sumner into the face of the guard

the guards they’d come across. First at Fergus’s castle and

behind him, while the other fidgeted with the square key.

then the Hexagon itself. But did Alec use magic to

Upon contact, Sumner realized that his goal at that moment

outmaneuver them? Their past ordeals seemed far too easy to

was to distract the guard for as long as possible. Quickly,

Stevin. Alec’s brazen actions against these men in the face of

Stevin grabbed the pants of the other guard and forced them

certain death seemed to be anything but normal. It was

down to his ankles.
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“Hey!” the guard grunted as he turned to grab Stevin.

magic. Even if it was the same door as the one in the

But Stevin was much too fast, and the guard tripped over

warehouse, he would have had to have used Alec’s power to

himself trying to chase after him. Stevin grabbed Mr. Sumner

make it go somewhere. Fortunately, Wallaby had brought a

off of the other guard’s face and bolted down the hallway, back

flashlight with him, though he hesitated to use it. He was

toward the stadium.

already unprepared for what he was about to find.

“What’s the plan, Steve? Those guards will eventually
catch us!”

With a tap, Wallaby flashed a light into the room and
discovered over a dozen cages filled with what he assumed to

“I know,” Stevin replied as they ran. “That’s why we’re
going to need some help to get out of here.”

be creatures. But not just any creatures.
Monsters, Wallaby realized.
These were monsters like Mr. Sumner. Some of them

•••

had horns like Sumner. Some were far bigger. Many of them
looked like mutated animals and even combinations of

Wallaby lowered himself to the ground as he shut the
metal door. He had abandoned Alec, who was trapped back in
the research labs of Level 9 with Willem, one of the Hexagon’s
agents.
But what could I have done? Wallaby argued with
himself.
He looked ahead to see where the door had taken him,
but all he could see was darkness.

animals. But they all shared that same type of face Mr.
Sumner had. A face that was almost human.
“Do any of you speak English?” Wallaby asked into the
room.
Something about the looks on their faces suggested they
had been broken by their imprisonment. Instantly, Wallaby
lost all fear he had of them. Like Mr. Sumner, they were
victims of the Hexagon’s cruel madness.

“Hello?” he echoed into the room.

Finally, Wallaby heard a voice from the back of the room.

Had the door taken him outside of the Hexagon? It

“I do,” said the voice. It sounded like a woman, though

didn’t seem likely. Wallaby never activated the door with

the voice was raspy like an old man’s.
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The monster stopped, but did not turn around. “You’re
not from here, are you?” she guessed, turning her head to face
Wallaby.
“No. I snuck in here to find my friend. A girl.”
“So you did go through puberty. Good for you, kid.”
“Look,” Wallaby continued as he inspected the cages, “I
can let you guys out. I have a friend on the other side of that
door who can use magic. If I let you all out, will you help me
and my friend escape?”
Wallaby walked toward the space where the sound of the
voice came from and shined his light on the monster. She
seemed young and was certainly difficult to look at. Her body
was shaped like a slug.
“What do you want with us?” she sneered. “Usually, they
only send guards who aren’t going through puberty.”
“Heh, OK well, first of all,” Wallaby replied, “I already
went through puberty, so—”
“Yikes. Well, sorry to hear that kid. Who knows, though?
Maybe you’ll have another growth spurt once the facial hair
kicks in,” she said sarcastically as she slithered away.
“Wait!” Wallaby shouted. “I can’t just leave you here.”

The monster had a dubious look on her face. “Magic, you
say?”
That’s when Wallaby realized that magic could mean bad
magic. Like the kind Randall apparently used to keep Alec in
line, he assumed. But then Wallaby remembered something
Agent Willem had said.
“He’s not just any magic user. He’s an…alumni?”
The monster’s face lit up. “An Alumni! Ha! Why didn’t
you say so earlier kid?” she smiled.
It wasn’t long before Wallaby managed to find some
tools. He handed a few bobby pins to one of the monsters with
tentacles, who used them to pick the locks. In a matter of
minutes, the monsters were all free from their cages. And
ready.
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“What can I say?” Mr. Sumner boasted. “I suppose I’m
•••

just quite brilli—”
Stevin cut him off and pulled him into the elevator by the

“Are you sure you know where you’re going, Steve?”
gasped Mr. Sumner as they fled down the halls of the
Hexagon.
Stevin wasn’t sure. He remembered the way the guards
had taken them through the hallways, but he wasn’t certain
how to actually get down to the stadium. He grabbed his
oracle and scanned the hallways, searching for a passage.

horns. Thinking quickly, he found a lever on the panel and
held it down, which made the elevator descend.
“So, what’s the plan, then? For real,” begged Sumner.
“We’re getting that girl. The red head.”
“What?! The…the…the beast queen? You saw what she
did to that cyber—kinetic—er—machine man!”
“Yeah, she’s dangerous. But that’s exactly what we need.

“There!” Stevin pointed out.

After all, she’s a prisoner in this place, like us. We might be able to

His oracle revealed that one of the doors led to a facility

reason with her. Gain her trust by setting her free.”

elevator. If it went down, they’d be taken below to the
stadium. The pair hurried inside the room, just as the guards
pursuing them turned the corner. Hopefully, the guards
hadn’t spotted them walking through the door.

“I don’t know, mate,” Sumner said, shaking his head. “I have
a feeling that girl’s head isn’t on straight.”
“I know. I’d rather not take this kind of risk, but it’s our only
shot.”
The elevator stopped. Stevin and Mr. Sumner explored the

“Drat! We need a key, again!” Stevin yelled in frustration.

passageway in front of them. It was filled with pipes and

“No worries, Steve. I managed to grab this off of the

machinery, hinting that the elevator had taken them directly

guard you punted me at earlier.”
Mr. Sumner handed him the guard’s square key.
“Awesome! Good work, Sumner,” thanked Stevin as he
made short work of the square lock.

beneath the stadium. That was fine for Stevin. They could
continue to remain undetected.
“Did you see where they took the girl after the battle?” Stevin
asked Sumner.
“Can’t say I did,” he replied, scratching his chin. “But that
platform was still there. The one with the glass and such.”
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“Look there!” cried Stevin, who spotted a glass encasing.
“This is the column her platform passes through.”
Stevin scanned the column with the oracle. Through the lens,

The things I do for you, Mary.
Stevin struck the guard with his oracle as hard as he could on
the head. The blow knocked the guard out immediately.

he could see that the temperature of the glass was warmer at the

“Wow, Steve! Didn’t realize you had it in you.”

bottom.

As the guard hit the floor, Sadie’s attention immediately

“She went down. The glass is warm as it goes down.”
“Yes, yes, chemistry and all that. But how do we go down
there?” asked Mr. Sumner.
For a few moments, Stevin took a hard look at the glass. It

turned to the trespassers.
“You! You’re the boy with the stupid eyes.”
Confused, Stevin thought about his eyes for a second. He
then shook his head.

had to be pretty durable to hold a girl like Sadie. So breaking

“Sadie, right? How would you like to get out of here?”

through it was probably not an option. With the oracle, Stevin

She held her breath. “This is a trap. I know it’s a trap.”

looked around the passageway and found a ladder.

“We wouldn’t knock a guard out just to trap you, mate.” Mr.

“Come on!” he ordered.
The pair reached the ladder and slid down as far as they
could. Finally, the ladder’s descent ended. Stevin and Mr. Sumner
found themselves inside a utility closet. They peeked through the
door of the closet and spotted two guards in front of what
appeared to be an entire room made of glass. They could hear the
guards chatting about something before one of them walked off.
From what Stevin could tell, that guard would be back. The guard
who stayed turned to the glass room and looked at Sadie, who was
in a room full of workout equipment.
This must be some kind of training room for her, thought
Stevin.
After taking a deep breath, he stepped out of the closet and

Sumner chimed in.
Sadie stared him. “A monster…they wouldn’t just let one of
your kind roam about.”
The realization prompted her to study the two with piercing
eyes. She thought for a second.
“So you’re trying to escape, huh? What’s your plan? Besides
hitting guards twice your size with office supplies.”
There was a slight growl to how she said the word plan. It
made Stevin uneasy.
“We’re going to Level 9 to find a machine that will…take us
to the future. Where the Hexagon won’t find us,” Stevin lied.
Mr. Sumner knew Stevin was trying to fool this girl. They
were only going to Level 9 so that they could talk to Mr. Sumner’s

snuck behind the guard.
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future self. But Stevin was so convincing, even Sumner probably

the effects of magic, making a more dangerous foe than even Alec

believed him.

realized.

“The future? How is that possible?”

“I’m going to find you,” Willem said with a threatening, low

Stevin looked at her slyly. “I’m from the future. 2014. And if

voice. “I know you’re out of magic. And that kid is in a room filled

you help us get to Level 9, we’ll take you there ourselves. The

with cages and no way out. It’s fitting, really, since he’ll be in one

Hexagon doesn’t even exist anymore where I come from.”

soon.”

Sadie grinned like a snake. “And you need me as your muscle

As Willem stopped at a table and looked at one of the

in case someone tries to stop us. Hehe, works for me. Now get me

beakers, he could see Alec through its reflection. Alec slipped

out of here.”

behind a door to secure a new hiding spot, but he was too slow.

Wary of this shaky alliance, Stevin used his square key to
release her. For a moment, he expected Sadie to just venture out
on her own, leaving them behind. Instead, she followed them.
After thinking about it, Stevin came to the conclusion that Sadie
put some of her faith into the “pack mentality.”

Willem rushed to the door and slammed it open. The room,
however, was empty.
This magician’s slippery, Willem thought, He must have a
little juice left to do that trick with the door.
Right then, Willem could hear Alec’s footsteps from the

Minutes later, one of the guards returned to the workout

other side of the lab. The agent grabbed a beaker full of red liquid

room to find his friend passed out and the doors open. But Stevin,

and threw it at the door nearest the steps. He then fired a shot

Mr. Sumner, and Sadie were already halfway to Level 9.

from his gun into the liquid that had splattered against the door,
igniting it. But through the flames, Willem couldn’t see Alec.

•••

He’s stalling. I have to wrap this up. Force him to stop with
these tricks.

Agent Willem stepped cautiously through the lab filled with

Willem looked at the metal vault. “You know,” he began,

square tables and countless beakers. He was searching for Alec,

“That room doesn’t lead anywhere. The kid is still in there,

the Alumni who had probably used all of his magic to hold Willem

sweating. All I have to do is open the door and your little protege

off as Wallaby made his way through the vault door minutes

is defenseless.”

earlier. Unfortunately for Alec, Willem had been trained to resist

Walking toward the metal door, Willem paid close attention
to his surroundings. If Alec really cared about the blonde kid, he
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wouldn’t let Willem get any closer. But Willem was at the door,
and Alec still hadn’t made a move.
He better care if this kid lives or dies. I’m not in the mood to
take…drastic action, thought Willem as he put his hands on the
door.

“Oh, you must not have noticed,” Willem laughed. “This is
Agent Peaches. She helped Agent Flo escape your little trap not
too long ago. I guess I’m not the only one who stopped paying
attention.”
Flo and Peaches held Alec against the table as Willem

He opened it to find nothing inside. Not even the cages.
The Alumni.
He turned to see Alec leaning casually against the table,
biting on an apple. Willem took out his gun, but it had become a
ruler.
“Class is in session, Agent Long-jaw.” said Alec as he took
another bite. “First lesson for today is simple. Always assume you
don’t have the upper hand.”
“You purposefully made me think you were out of magic by

approached.
“The Maestro’s going to be thrilled when I tell him we’ve
done in an Alumn—”
A loud crashing sound came from the other side of the
research lab, interrupting Willem. One of the doors collapsed as
monsters flooded the lab. There were dozens.
“What the blazes?” Willem remarked slowly as the monsters
cut through the lab and pushed him and Flo out of the way.
Wallaby appeared among them, gaining Alec’s attention.

hiding. You even made it obvious where you were hiding to raise
my confidence.”
“That’s partly true. I barely even used magic in the first
place. You’ve spent too much time training against the offensive
power of magic. But illusion is something you clearly weren’t
prepared for. Case in point: you’re not even at the right door.
Now, are you ready for the next lesson?”
Willem shrugged. “Actually, I think I’ll skip class for the
day.”
A figure behind Alec grabbed him and put him in handcuffs.
“Gotcha!” she screamed.
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“The lesson is simple,” shouted Alec, “Never underestimate

Sadie lowered her eyebrows at them with skepticism.

your students.”

I’ll rip these fools to pieces if they’re lying to me, she
thought.
•••

Sadie could feel that they were approaching Level 9. She
could smell it in the air as they ascended up the facility elevator.

“I’ll rip you fools to pieces if you you’re lying to me.” she
said.
A few minutes later, the elevator stopped. It opened to

After taking a deep breath of the new air, Sadie flexed her muscles

reveal a large and mostly empty room shaped like a circle. The

and prepared herself.

walls were so dark, they looked as if they didn’t lead

“Alright!” she announced. “What’s the plan?”

anywhere. Stevin motioned for the group to follow him into

Stevin and Mr. Sumner exchanged glances.

the room.

Finally, Stevin responded. “Oh, well…the main idea is to

“This doesn’t look like Level 9,” Sadie remarked as she

find the machine that will take us to the future. We know it’s

bent her eyebrows. Something about this room didn’t feel at

in Level 9, so—”

all right to her.

“What is this ‘future’ machine?” Sadie interrupted. “How
does it work?”
After a few moments of uncomfortable silence, Stevin
shoved Mr. Sumner into helping.
“Oh, well it’s quite simple,” Sumner started. “You see, the
machine lets me…talk to my future self. Yes, that’s it. And
then he’ll let us into the future thanks to, er, magic.”
“Sounds a little too good to be true,” Sadie hissed with
suspicion.

The door closed behind them, and the floor of the room
began to compress toward its center, separating it from the
walls. Looking down, Sadie could see that a large chasm was
forming, and a fall from the platform they stood on would be
lethal.
“I see you’ve made it to Level 8!” shouted a familiar voice
coming from one of the walls.
Sadie knew exactly whose voice it belonged to.
The Maestro.

“Exactly,” Stevin answered. “That’s why it will work.”
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“Freeing my greatest creation was a bold move, Stevin
Parker. I’m actually impressed. And you tried to hide that
you’re an Alumni...well, that settles that.”
Stevin looked around, trying to find where the voice was
coming from. “Yeah, nothing gets past you. Look, the Maestro,
we all just want to go home. Surely, we can work something
out.”
The Maestro laughed violently. “HAVE YOU MET ME?!”
A loud buzzing sound filled the room, and it was followed
by several columns bursting from the ground. Inside each one

Mr. Sumner gulped as he cowered behind Stevin’s

was a Cynetics. There were three, altogether, and Sadie could

shoulders. “We gotta get out of here, mate! We don’t stand a

tell they were improvements from the last batch the Maestro

chance against these things!”

had pit her against.
He really did save his best for last, she thought.

“I know,” Stevin replied somberly. He grasped the oracle
in his hands.

“What’s the matter, Maestro? Taking down Honest

Sadie could hear their conversation and was shocked at

Roderick wasn’t enough? At this rate, you won’t have any of

Stevin’s resolve. She couldn’t believe that he wasn’t cowering

these bucket heads left.”

in the face of these Cynetics, or even the Maestro’s unnerving

“It’s the Maestro, dear Sadie. And I hope your friends are
as confident as you are. You should be thanking me! Three

taunts. Hadn’t he seen what just one of them could do? In a
moment, she figured, he would.

versus three seems fair, no? And since the Cynetics are more
machine than they are men, you won’t even have to worry

•••

about them hesitating to inflict great pain! It’s perfect! ”
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The rubble surrounding Agent Willem had made his suit
dirty. But that was the least of his worries. He emerged from

In Willem’s hands was a sleeve of vials with purple liquid
inside them.

under one of the overturned tables that had been launched by
the stampeding monsters. Flo was at his side, trying to make

“But now, we may need these for another purpose. Our
jaunt through time may have to wait.”

sure he was alright while Peaches surveyed the area.
“Are you OK, Agent Bossman?” asked Flo. “Oh! Your suit
is so dirty!”

Flo looked incredibly confused. “What does that stuff
do?”
Willem cleared his throat. “The Maestro had it made to

“I’m fine. Did you get a good look at where they went?”

mirror the effects of Dominion. Sadie’s powers. To be fair, not

“Not really,” Peaches replied as Flo picked debris from

even the Maestro knows exactly how far it can go, which is

out of Willem’s hair. “I just saw one of those monster things

why we’re taking it to the future once this is all over. Nothing

break the Alumni’s handcuffs off before they crashed the

makes better test subjects than ones who can’t track you

elevator.”

down.”

“Come on,” he said as he wiped dust off of his jacket,
“there’s something we need.”
They walked toward one of the rooms that hadn’t been
smashed through.
“What’s that?” Flo asked earnestly.
Willem approached a safe nestled tightly between tables
covered in paperwork, as if it had been worked on very

“And we’re taking it with us?” Peaches asked.
“That Alumni is from the future. So is his brat friend. If
they escape to the future, we’ll never find them. And this stuff
might help us against their little army of monsters.”
“You’re so smart, Agent Willem. I’m so glad we’re all
secret agent best friends!”
Willem groaned.

recently. He unlocked the safe and opened it.
“This was our assignment,” he said as he reached inside

•••

the safe. “To transport these prototypes through time.”
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Two of the Cynetics engaged Sadie. They apparently

“What are you doing, Steve? Please tell me you have a

knew already that it would take at least two of them to handle

plan!” complained Mr. Sumner, who was still attached to his

her, while one of them could easily take out Stevin and Mr.

back.

Sumner.
“You’re gonna have to improvise, guys!” Sadie yelled as
she hopped into the air to avoid one of the attacking Cynetics.

Stevin looked at Mr. Sumner, stroking his chin. “We’re in
1935, and so far, we haven’t seen any cameras.”
Mr. Sumner raised an eyebrow. “Um, OK. I suppose it is

But Stevin wasn’t preoccupied with the Cynetic who was

strange, since we have cameras in my world. Not digital

coming toward him and Mr. Sumner. He was still staring at

cameras, though. We still use the cameras on our phones, for

the black wall.

some reason.”

“STEVE!” yelled Mr. Sumner as the Cynetic hovered over
them.

Looking through his oracle, Stevin continued. “So, how is
the Maestro watching us? The technology around here is

“This’ll be easy,” the Cynetic grinned.

advanced, but it’s not that far ahead. Without cameras, the

He raised his fist, but one of the other Cynetics crashed

Maestro would have to be watching us from pretty close.

into him from the side.
Stevin looked over to see that the save was courtesy of
Sadie, whose gorilla arms had been enough to send the
Cynetic flying.
“Pay attention, you idiots!” she screamed as the other
Cynetic rushed at her, nearly striking her with his fist.
Ignoring her, Stevin looked at the black wall in front of
him with his oracle. He then scanned the entire room, taking
only a moment to examine the Cynetics.

Which means…there!”
Stevin pointed at the wall on the far side of the room.
“The Maestro is watching us from behind that wall. It
must be some kind of lighting trick with a two-way mirror.
Come on!”
“Even if you’re right, mate, we have to get all the way
over there!You know, past the epic, life-or-death battle.”
Mr. Sumner was right. Sadie was currently doing all she
could to hold off the Cynetics, who had decided to gang up on
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her before taking out him and Sumner. But Stevin still didn’t
look worried.
“Sadie!” shouted Stevin.
“What?” she replied, coiled around one of the Cynetics
like a snake. “I’m a little busy!”
“That Cynetic has a weak knee! You’ll subdue him easily
by striking it.”
Perplexed, Sadie went for it anyway. She detached from
the Cynetic and kicked his knee, which made him fall

The Cynetic came at Stevin, but Mr. Sumner was already
attached to the Cynetic’s back. He crawled onto the Cynetic’s
face and stopped him in his tracks.
“I got ‘im, Steve!” Mr. Sumner’s said with a muffled
voice.
Sadie flew into the air and glided down toward the
Cynetic. With her speed, she propelled herself through the
Cynetic’s metal back, pacifying him. Mr. Sumner detached
from the Cynetic’s face before he hit the ground.

instantly. She used the momentum to kick him again, harder.

“Oh, blazes. Now I feel bad! You—you killed him!”

This time, it was enough to send him over the edge.

“They’re not dead. Don’t you worry about that. You don’t

“Good!” Stevin yelled as he made his way across the
platform. “The other Cynetic has poor eyesight! His eyes keep
drifting. Just stay to his right and he won’t see you coming.”
Again, Sadie obeyed and sprinted toward his right side.
The Cynetic was too slow to stop her before she used her
gorilla arm to smash his torso into several pieces. Before they

want to know how many times I’ve broken these guys.”
Sadie turned to Stevin, who was stepping toward the
black wall he had been running toward. “That wasn’t bad. It
was stupid. But it wasn’t bad.”
“Thanks,” Stevin replied. “But there’s only one, real way
out of this. Look over there.”

could celebrate, however, the last Cynetic had caught on to

He pointed at the wall.

their strategy. He went for Stevin at full speed.

“Yeah? It’s a wall.”

“Watch out!” screamed Sadie as she realized what was
happening.

“The Maestro is on the other side. It’s glass, but not the
same kind you were trapped in. It’s a two-way mirror that has
been tinted. Can you break through something like that.”
“I can break through anything,” Sadie growled.
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“Yeah, but not your prison cell of 10 years,” said Mr.
Sumner under his breath.
Sadie picked up a Cynetic’s arm and used her gorilla

“No, Sadie! He deserves worse than what you’re about to
give him. There’ll be consequences for what he’s done, I
promise.”

hands to crush the metal into a ball. She then launched the

She sighed and then threw the Maestro against the wall.

ball with all of her might at the wall, shattering it into pieces.

“Nothing could be truer,” she snarled.

It turned out that Stevin was correct, and the Maestro was

They tied the Maestro up with Jefferson and left them

standing there, stunned with Jefferson at his side.

there to find Level 9. Eventually, they came across the

“SHOOT THEM, JEFFERSON! SHOOT THEM NOW!”

elevator the Maestro had used to track their movements

Just as Jefferson took out his gun, Sadie flew toward

through the facility. With his square key, Stevin got them

them. Jefferson nearly fired, but the Maestro pushed him,
forcing him to miss the shot.

inside.
The Maestro said we’re on Level 8 right now, thought

“Don’t shoot Sadie, you imbecile! She’s too valuable!”

Stevin, which means we just have to go up one more level to

It was too late for them. Sadie kicked Jefferson across

find the machine that will let us talk to ‘future’ Sumner.

the room and grabbed the Maestro by the throat as Mr.
Sumner flew into the room with Stevin hanging on to him.
“I’ve been waiting 4,430 days for this moment.” she
growled while holding the Maestro firmly by the throat. “I
hope you’re not expecting a happy ending.”
Stevin rushed to her side. “Whoa, Sadie. Don’t do
anything drastic. He’s still a human being!”
“YOU KNOW WHAT HE DID TO ME?” she howled. “HE
DESERVES WHATEVER—”

Raising the lever on the elevator’s panel made it ascend
up the shaft. A few moments later, they reached the next floor,
but the elevator wouldn’t stop.
“What are you doing?” asked Sadie. “We’re passing Level
9, you idiot.”
“I’m trying! But the lever won’t respond, anymore.”
Is something else controlling this thing?
Finally, the elevator stopped a floor above Level 9.
“Sumner, I thought you said Level 9 was the top floor of
the Hexagon.”
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“It is! At least, it was. Hm, I suppose they did some
remodeling. Fancy that.”
The door opened, and inside they could see a man
surrounded by several monsters.
“What? Who are you?” asked Stevin.
“Oh, hello. You must be friends with Alec and…what was
your name again? Wallaby? What a ridiculous name.”
The man looked over to Alec, Wallaby, and dozens of
monsters trapped inside glowing bubbles.
“Guys!” Stevin wanted to run toward them and help, but
the man had several monsters with him as bodyguards.
Who is this guy? He can’t be Hexagon if he’s working
with monsters. Unless…
“You’re Randall, aren’t you? You’re that jerk Alec told us
about. You’re the one who—”

down where his future self is at this very moment. Soon, he’ll
lead me to where Mary is hiding.”
Stevin was stunned.
“She’s hiding from you, isn’t she? What did you do to
her?”
“Enough. Take care of them, boys,” Randall snapped as
the monsters came toward Stevin, Sadie, and Mr. Sumner.
There were five of them, total. They were much bigger
and intimidating than Mr. Sumner. One of them looked like
some kind of tyrannosaurus rex.
Sadie stepped in front of Stevin and Mr. Sumner. “Well,
screw you.”
She flashed into a cheetah and sped toward the group of
monsters, forcing two of them to the ground with her claws.
As they hit the ground, she transformed into an elephant and

“Manages the world of magic? I see Alec told you quite a

grabbed the monster on her left with her trunk. She then flung

bit about me. It’s a pity. We should be on the same side, you

him at the monster to her right. The rex monster came at her

know. After all, you’ve practically led me right to what I was

with his large teeth, but she flashed into a fly, easily dodging

looking for. You see, I also want to find your friend, Mary. We

his bite. She then flew above him and took on her gorilla form.

have a rich...history. Of course, my intentions are infinitely

Her weight made her descend upon the rex with intense force,

worse than yours. Still, it’s a shame we couldn’t work together

subduing him easily.

on this. But thanks to your purple friend, I was able to track

“So impressive,” Randall said sarcastically. He took out a
remote and pointed it at Sadie.
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“What a shame. You actually think you’re some kind of
hero.”
With a tap, Randall beamed his remote at Stevin, who
held up his oracle to Randall’s face. The energy bubble
bounced off of the lens of the oracle and consumed Randall
instead.
“I’m not a hero,” Stevin said as he stared at Randall’s
lifeless body inside the bubble. “I’m a detective.”
“That’s right!” Mr. Sumner yelped from behind Stevin’s
She jumped at him, but Randall managed to stop her in
the air. Sadie was inside a bubble that made her motionless,
leaving Stevin and Mr. Sumner defenseless.

shoulders. “And don’t make us bubble you again, mate!”
He reached inside the bubble and grabbed Randall’s
remote, using it to free his friends.

“Give up, Stevin,” Randall beckoned as he casually
•••

stepped over the bodies of his monsters. “If I have to hurt you,
I will.”
At that moment, Stevin felt hopeless. Throughout all of
the challenges he had faced with these friends over the last
few days, he had always told himself there was a way out of
anything this mystery threw at him. When all he wanted to do
was find Mary. His friend. But now, he was powerless against
someone who also wanted to find Mary.
But not more than me.

“Well done, Mr. Parker!” congratulated Alec. “You’ve
certainly come a long way from that tardy kid in my class.”
“It’s only been a few days, Mr. Azam.” dismissed
Wallaby.
Alec continued. “At any rate, we now know where the
future Sumner is. Randall was blabbering on about it, so all
we have to do is prepare the door for travel.”

Stevin ran toward Randall with anger in his eyes.
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“Oh, that’s nice.” Mr. Sumner said, dejected. “I don’t
suppose you don’t have time to send an old lad of a monster
back home?”
“Of course!” Alec cheered. “We’re sending all of you
monsters back home.”
The slug monster slithered by them. “Good,” she
grumbled, “the blonde kid promised as much.”

With their guns out, the agents entered the room.
“Everyone stay right where you are,” ordered Willem.
“Especially you, Alumni. You can’t stop all of our guns at
once.”
The door! thought Stevin. If we leave it open, they could
get through!
To his right, he could see that Mr. Sumner had not yet

“I told you I would deliver, Roz.” Wallaby grinned.

walked through the door to his world. He had been waiting to

A few minutes (and knocks) later, the door was ready.

say goodbye, and he was the only monster left.

They had chosen one of the closet doors, which was the one

Sorry, Mr. Sumner.

Randall had used to get the jump on Alec and Wallaby.

Quickly, Stevin forced the door to close. A bullet hit right

“OK,” announced Alec, “I’ve prepared the door to the
Other World. That research lab had plenty of magic for me to
pull from.”
As Alec opened the door, the monsters were relieved to
see their own world on the other side.

next to Stevin’s face.
“You’re lucky I didn’t put that through your skull, kid,”
said Willem, harshly. “Now, everyone put your hands up.”
Alec raised his hands and stepped forward. “Boys, this is
the end of our journey. With me here, that is. But you’ve

Stevin turned to Wallaby. “Hey Wall, sorry about—”

learned a lot. You’ve grown. I have no doubt you’ll find Mary,

“Don’t worry about it. For now.”

especially with the help of our new friends, here. Protect

“You know,” laughed Stevin, “I’m pretty impressed you

them, like I protected you.”

managed to get in here all by yourself.”
“Yeah, well. I had help thanks to—”
“KENT SYDNEY,” a voice echoed from the elevator. It

“Mr. Azam?” Stevin and Wallaby said at once.
He turned his head to grin at them. “You can call me
Alec, boys. You’ve graduated, after all.”

was Agent Flo, who was standing beside Willem and Peaches.
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“Go, boys. I’ll be fine. Back in the department store, I
picked up a few new tricks. Heck, maybe I’ll even catch a show
with Presto. In the meantime, you have to find Mary.”
Tears flowed from Stevin’s eyes. He wiped them off
immediately.
“But how will we find you?”
Alec Azam smiled. “You won’t have to.”
Before they could linger any longer, Sadie grabbed Stevin
and Wallaby and forced them to go with her. She practically
Power overcame Alec’s face. Wands came out of both of

dragged them. Mr. Sumner opened the door and led them

his hands, allowing him to conjure a massive storm that

through. They could see Alec losing strength just as they let

flowed from his fingertips. Smoke filled the room and pushed

the door close. And in a split second, they were gone.

the agents back toward the elevator.
“Go.” he commanded. “Wallaby can get you where you
need to go. The other door is ready.”
Stevin, Wallaby, Sadie, and Mr. Sumner glanced at the

Purple liquid made contact with Alec’s body, causing it to
transform. The liquid had come from a vial Willem had
managed to throw at him from across the room. The agents
approached Alec’s body, which was now the shape of a rabbit.

other closet door that they had prepared for the next part of

“How did you know it would do that?” Peaches asked.

their journey. Trembling, Mr. Sumner flew to the door first,

“This stuff turns people into animals. Like what the girl

and Sadie followed. But Stevin and Wallaby were still
watching Alec.
“No!” Wallaby yelled. “You’re coming with us! You have
to!”

can do. And now, we have to go find her.”
“Hmm,” murmured Flo, “where do you think they would
have gone?”
“Free me, and I’ll tell you,” said a voice from the corner.
It was Randall, still trapped inside an energy bubble.
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“Tell us, and we’ll free you,” Willem responded coldly.
“42 Wallaby Way, Sydney.”

END OF PART 1
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